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[EDITORIAL]

LAFAYETTE WJENNER

Thr new Ridge Church as it looks today, t monument to a devoted
community

In the columns of Nov. 10 it was
announced that a Thanksgiving
service would be held at the Ridge
Church. Martinsville, Nov. 28. 9.30
a m, the bell to ring at 9 Every
body will be welcome at this serv
ice. which will, on a most appro
priate occasion, mark sort of mid
way the reconstruction of this
church, destroyed by fire in early
May 1939. The service will be over
in ample time for all Thanksgiv
ing engagements.
The picture at the head of this
column shows the church as it
was Nov. 8. since which time the
outside painting has been com
pleted. doors hung and all windows
put ln. It remains to place louvres
in the steeple and blinds at the
large windows. Various other items,
such as Alling in for lawn, setting
of trees, etc., will be finished later.
It is worth a visit to the church
to see what has been accomplished
Inside work is proceeding so
that the plastering may be done
soon. The basement room will be
much larger than that in the for
mer church and of great useful
ness for church suppers and com
munity affairs related to the in
terests of the church.
The cost to date has been sub

stantial, but only a modest percent
age of the amount is unpaid. A
considerable further amount will
still be required to finish the
church completely inside as well
as out. but the parish is confident
that the money will be received as
needed.
There has been no concerted
drive for funds, and lt is not ex
pected that such will be necessary
Many voluntary contributions have
been received, both large and
small, from friends far and near,
one from a man in Texas who had
merely heard of the work. One
'well-wisher'’ in Massachusetts,
not a resident in or a member ot
the. parish, but belonging to an
other denomination, sent next to
the largest check which has been
received. Thus hope has been re
warded. and strong hope continues
for many more contributions both
from the nearby community and
friends elsewhere. The treasurer
is Miss Lena M Harris. Tenants
Harbor, who gladly receives and
acknowledges contributions to this
worthy purpose.
A prominent bank which has
made a loan to aid carrying
through the rebuilding, when as(Continued on Page Pour)

THEY LIKE FOOD STAMP PLAN
Food Handlers Held Enthusiastic Meeting
Last Night and Learned Its Workings
Pood handlers to the number of
125 crowded the tower room at
Community Building last night in
answer to Mayor Veazle’s invitation
to learn details of the new Pood
Stamp Plan. It was one of the
most remarkable gatherings held
in this city in many moons and
sent its attendants away in a
thoroughly optimistic state of
mind.
The mayor presented the city's
sid? of the picture, expressing his
pleasure that the plan had been
obtained for Rockland this early,
largely through the efforts of the
Maine Food Council. He explained
from the poir.t of view of the city
the benefits gained by the plan and

EDWARDS’ TURKEYS
Why not trv PETER EDWARDS’
Fresh Killed Native TURKEYS,
CHICKENS. DUCKS, PULLETS
and FOWL for your Thanksgiving
Day Dinner? Tel. 806-J.
141-142

the waste eliminated. He stated
that with the advent of the Pood
Stamp Plan the "city store’’ socalled. would be abolished, with
no further distribution of surplus
foods. He voiced the feeling of the
city government that universal
benefit would accrue to all parties
concerned.
»
Norman " Fitepatrick, supervisor
of the Plan for Rockland. Bangor
and Houlton, explained the work
ings of the Plan from the retailers
and wholesalers point of view as
well as the angle of the consumer,
pointing out that all citizens re
ceiving any form of public assist
ance were eligible, receiving their
stamps through the ’•»aular soume
at city building. These stamps
are good as cash at any store .n
Rockland, the orange stamps for
the purchase of any food desired
and the blue stamps good for only
such foods as are listed as surplus
commodities for that particular
month. The stamps may be con(Contlnued on Page Pouri

GIVE YOUR WIFE A VACATION

THANKSGIVING DAY
TAKE THE F.AMILY TO

HOTEL ROCKLAND

If ever there was a Thanksgiving when this country had
something to be especially thankful for. it is the one which
is coming Thursday, and the one which has already been
observed in a majority of the States. Gratitude be
cause we are free from the devastat'ng effects of the war
which is blasting so many sections of Europe, taking a toll
of life and property which will be simply staggering lf the
historians ever find the opportunity for compiling the sta
tistics. Defense preparations being made by this country and
its possessions, tell only too eloquently of the peril which lies
beyond our borders creeping nearer as the axis powers con
tinue to subjugate unwilling people, and if the tremendous
inroads they are making in Oreat Britain should become too
heavy a burden to carry.
The world watches with amazement the plucky flght
being made by Greece, and its daily victories over the half
hearted Italians, and the world wonders how long that can
continue if Germany and her cohorts swing their power and
their might to the support of Mussolini’s fleeing legions.
Britain is giving the promised aid, but to us lt would almost
seem that Turkey holds the key to a very critical situation.
If Turkey fights, and fights on the side of hard pressed Eng
land and Greece, and if Russia maintains its present neu
trality, there is still hope for democracy. But those "lfs” are
highly momentous, and the next few months—maybe weeks—
will tell the story which means so much to two Hemispheres.
So let us be thankful this week, and speak with earnestness the
thanks which are in our hearts.
ITALY’S DEAF EARS

Would that the impassioned plea of Pope Pius XU might
bear fruit. The Pontiff has prayed long and earnestly that the
warring nations cease their destructive hostilities, but so far
as Italy is concerned, Premier Mussolini, in spite of recent set
backs, proclaims his purpose to finish what he has begun,
voicing confidence not only ln the defeat of Greece, but in the
belief that England will be wiped from the earth. If the
Pope’s prayers are to be granted it ia quite evident that the
material solution will come from some other nation than the
one in which he abides.

AVOIDABLE TRAGEDIES
Just as we had begun to cherish the hope that motor
fatalities were on the wane death has begun to stalk anew.
Last year's black record has already been surpassed and the
figures of 1938, which had reached a new peak, are nearly
approximated. Accidental death comes ln many forms, but
the pity of lt ls that many of the deaths are avoidable. This
paper watches with approval the untiring efforts of the new
Director of Highway Safety, George I. Shaw, and hopes that
the showing of the past three years will be redeemed ln 1941
First, however, there must be a more thorough education of
the public in the matter of walking on the wrong side of the
highway.
WAR AND AGRICULTURE
(Herald Tribune)
It is doubtful if any section of the American economy has
suffered as serious a loss in its foreign market since the begin
ning of the European war as has agriculture. Exports of cot
ton, whioh totaled 6250,020 bales in the crop year ended July
31. 1940. are expected to drop this year to around 1.500.030
bales; wheat exports, which normally run around 125,000.000
bushels, declined to 48.000.000 last year and are expected to
contract still further this year, and when the war broke out
one of the flrst steps taken by the British, who normally take
about one-third of our entire tobacco crop, was to terminate
their purchases of that commodity here as part of a program
of conserving foreign exchange.
Yet. lt is an interesting fact that despite this collapse of
the export market the American farmer, thus far at least, has
fared pretty well financially. Indeed, the latest estimate of
the Department of Agriculture places the probable cash farm
income this year at $9,000,000,000. If this figure is achieved
it will mean that agriculture has done better in 1940 than ln
any year since 19C9, with the single exception of 1937. when
income slightly exceeded the present estimate.
It must be reluctantly added, however, that this situa
tion is far from being completely reassuring, for this seeming
contradiction does not mean that the law of demand and
supply has ceased to operate. It merely means that that law
has been temporarily suspended by the mechanism of govern
ment loans. These one-way advances, which assure the cot
ton grower of 9.4 cents a pound on hls product, the wheat
farmer 81 cents a bushel and the corn producer 57 cents (lt
will be 61 cents on the new crop), have undoubtedly prevented
a widespread price collapse, but they have also put the gov
ernment in the commodity business on an unprecedented
scale. In spite of the fact that domestic consumption of
cotton probably will reach a new peak this year, for example,
2500.000 bales are expected to go into government loan
stocks. Cotton held by the government at the end of the
present year, partly owned outright through foreclosure and
partly as collateral for loans, ls expected to reach the record
figure of 13.100,000 bales, or half a million bales more than
the whole 1940-41 crop.
The loan program of the agricultural administration has
clearly cushioned the shock of the war to the American
farmer. But one cannot help feeling that the situation would
have been much healthier had this program been used more
sparingly before the war came. As it is, the government is
faced with the task of liquidating ultimately not only the com
modities that have backed up on it as a result of the war,
but huge additional stocks which it had permitted to accumu
late when it should have been preparing for just this type of
emergency.

FOR A DELICIOUS WELL SERVED

DINNER $1.00
WE SERVE ALL MAINE NATIVE TURKEYS
Served from 12.00 to 2.30 and 6.00 to 8.00 P. M.
PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY—TEL. 580
141-142

PLENTY"

Somehow that word is associated with Thanksgiving and you and
your faftiily will be ''Plenty Happy’’ if you have your

OLD FASHIONED
THANKSGIVING

WANTED

TURKEY DINNER

RIPE JUNIPER BERRIES

AT

Mountain sides and pastures are full of them now. and with
common and good picking a good earning can be made per day.
Working orders and full information on best methods to use
can be obtained in person at once to

THOMASTON CAFE
MAIN ST. ROUTE 1, THOMASTON

Young Native Turkeys, De
lirious Home Grown Vege
tables, wide choice of Home Cooked
Pics; A11 the Fixings.

85c

EMIL RIVERS
342 PARK STREET,

66

ROCKLAND, ME.
142-143

. Volume 95............ Number 142.

The Black Cat
_

Death of Prominent Citizen Long a
Member of the Rockland City Government
Lafayette W. Benner, who con
ducted a barber shop at the Northend for nearly 60 years, and for
a time was engaged in the car
riage business, died at his home

A SIGNIFICANT THANKSGIVING

ft
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how he became the mayoralty
nominee against Col. E. K. Oould.
Nobody relished the task of op
posing this well known Republican
but lt was finally agreed to place
12 names of potential DetnneraVc
candidates In a hat, and the name
flrst drawn would be that of the
man to make the fight. The lot
fell to Lafayette W. Ber.ner, who
later learned that shrewd politi
cians had placed 12 ballots ln the
hat. all marked with Mr. Benner’*
name.
Mr. Benner served several terms
on the Board of Health and was
an appraiser for the Home Owners
Loan Corporation.
He was one of the organizers of
Rockland Lodge BPOE. and sev
eral years ago was awarded the
Masonic medal signifying 50 years
service. He was also a former Odd
Fellow, and a charter member of
Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
Hls death severs a happy do
mestic partnership of 66 years. His
wife, who survives him was for
merly Hattie E. Hahn of Waldo
boro. Other surviving relatives
are a sister. Mrs. Elmer A: Smith
of Lynnfield, Mass.; a son, Floyd
L. Benner of Rockland; two grand
daughters, Miss Lois M. Benner of
Rockiand and Mrs. Kenneth M.
Daggett of Bath; a grandson. Hugh
M. Benner of Rockland, and two
great-grandsons, Robert and Fred
erick Daggett of Bath. Mr. Ben
ner's other son, Edward M. Ben
ner. met death by drowning In
Seven Tree Pond, Union, in June
1932.
The funeral services will be held
at the residence Wednesday at 2
p. m„ Rev. Corwin H. Olds officiat
ing. The bearers will be four bar
bers—George Shute, Fred M.
French, O. B. Kalloch and W. Irv
ing Elwell. Interment will be in
Achorn cemetery.

on North Main street Sunday aft
ernoon, aged 85 years. More re
cently he had conducted a real
estate brokerage, figuring in num
erous important deals through
out the city.
Mr. Benner was best known,
perhaps in the political field, for
he had served many years ln the
City Government and twice had
come very close to election for
County offices.
The deceased was born in Wal
doboro Dec. 24. son of Absalom L.
and Salomi (Mank) Ber.ner. He
received his schooling in that town
and learned the barber’s trade
with Frank Marshall. On becom
ing a Journeyman he obtained
employment in the Georges Hotel
barber shop at Thomaston. Re
turning to Waldoboro he bought a
There will be a special Thanks
half interest in Mr. Marshall's I giving service at the Mountain View
shop. He sold out ln 1878 and Road Church of the Nazarene on
came to Rockland where the re Thanksgiving night at 7.30. This
mainder of his long and busy life day should be primarily for praise
was spent. His modest shop near ,
Rankin block was a success from 1
the start, and as Mr. Benner s ac- '
quaintance and prominence in poli
tics grew it became the gathering 1
•H',
place for many Northend residents [
where current issues were certain !
to be discussed in lively manner.
The ambition to extend his busi- '
ness affairs found in 1806 expression through the carriage business !
which he established nearly op
posite his barber shop. There he
dealt in carriages, sleighs, harness- ;
es and everything pertaining to 1
the carriage, business. With faith
in Rockiard and the determina- j
tion to make this city his perma
nent home, he bought a large lot ’
of land on North Main street
in 1887 erected the fine resi- I
dence, where he had since re- j
sided. The wisdom of this real
estate deal was seen in the {
fact that he was able to sell a I
portion of the property for other |
house lots, all of which are now
occupied.
Mr. Benner, an ardent disciple'
of the Democratic party, made his
Rev. Lloyd Gordon, pastor of the
debut in local politics in 1885, when Milo Churrh of the Nazarene, who
he was elected a member of the will be the Thanksgiving speaker al
Common Council from Ward 2, the Mountain View Road Churrh.
which voting precinct he was des
tined to represent in both branches and thinksglving to Ood, thus this
of the City Government many service is made possible. A special
years, and for a time, as chairman bulletin has been arranged by the
of the Board of Alderman—a posi pastor which will be distributed
tion which carries with it the title throughout the community. Also
of acting mayor. His ability to at this service the members and
carry the ward even when It wa» friends bring in a Thanksgiving
strongly Republican, was a tribute offering foi the express purpose of
to his popularity with the voters— foreign missions.
the reward, also, of the service
As the special speaker comes Rev.
which he never failed to give his Lloyd Oordon pastor of the Church
constituents. He worked long and of the Nazarene at Milo. Mr. Gor
hard to have a permanent high don is well known in Knox County
way on North Main street, and at and especially in Union. In the
one time Ward 2 had the reputa Summer of 1938 he held a revival
tion of being the best lighted ward campaign in that town. Special
in the city. Many Republfcans music will be provided by the ladles’
who could not be persuaded to trio, and a duet by Mr. and Mrs
otherwise "cut" their ticket voted Lee. At the close of this service
unfailing for "Lafe’’ Benner or for all who wish to remain, there
“Lee'' Benner as he was variously will be a communion service. Make
known.
Thanksgiving a real day of thanks
In the field of county politics he giving by attending this service.
twice came close to upsetting the
normal Republican majority, com
Jurors who will serve In U. S. Dis
ing within five votes of being elec trict Court at Portland, reporting
ted county treasurer, and making Dec. 10. include John I. Snow of
a valiant fight against the late W. Rockland, grand jury; A D. Gray
Nelson Ulmer, a highly popular Waldoboro, L. E. Wardwell, Cam
Republican sheriff. At his own ex den and William T. White, Rock
pense he often told the ttory of land, petit jury.

Thanksgiving Service

J

A.

ia

(By The Roving Reporter)
Everybody who listens to the
radio or reads the Boston newspapers is familiar with the many
hold-ups at the Hub. But wasn't
lt pretty nearly the limit when
that 27-year-old resident stole a
50 ton bridge. That was "highway
robbery” with a vengeance.

Joined later. It was Patsey Maloney
| who got the boys in that section
together and organized the old In
graham Hill Band, and he was thelr
leader for a while. He was quite a
lot older than the others. When
the Band was organized all the
members lived either at Ingraham
Hill or very near the Hill. The boys
Early risers yesterday morning who formed the Band then were
were treated to some freak weather Patsey Maloney, Lou Hovey, Oeorge
—a gorgeous sunrise, and two } Everett, Charlie Montgomery, Wes
minutes later a brisk snowstorm. Rokes, Ned Robbins, Fred Robbins
and Bert Robbins. Some of the boys
In the end the sun triumphed.
from Rockland and Ash Point were
The word turkey is very much In invited to Join the Band later. I
the public eye this week—on both think there was no photograph tak
en of the Band when lt first start
sides of the water.
ed, but some time later, after the
Many local radio fans tuned in Rockland boys Joined, and the or
on WLBZ at quarter of 12 Sunday ganizer had gone away, a picture
forenoon to listen to the weekly was taken. If that picture could be
broadcast of "The Lime City Boys." I procured from one of the members
Rockland musical organization and copied ln the paper, I think lt
which ls a distinct credit to the would be Interesting to many. A
city. Fan mall should be directed Jay See was quite young at that
to it, care of station WLBZ. Ban time, but hasn't changed much
gor. Me., and friends of the drive since the picture was taken."
should see that there's lots of it.
The duties ot a pedestrian are
set forth in the following warning
Writes the Georges River road just issued by State Safety Director
correspondent. Mrs. Fred Ander George I. Shaw;
son: "What has become of the pen
"To the Pedestrian: I would like
manship copybooks of long ago? to call to your attention the pedes
Do you remember copying, ‘Bevan trian fatalities for the month of
of flattery; also strive to keep alive October. Eleven pedestrians were
in your heart that spark of celes killed during this month, seven were
tial fire called conscience’.'’
j killed crossing streets not at Inter' sections, two were walking In the
The 15-year-old St. Louis school roadway, one was crossing the
boy who fell 270 feet into an aban street at an intersection with no
doned quarry where there was 90 signal and one was crossing the
feet of water and escaped with no street at an Intersection diagonally.
serious injuries would be perfectly Cities and towns have gone to a
afe in a London bombing attack. great expense to provide crosswalks
and automatic signals for your pro
Billy Jones, ,who with the late tection and safety. It ls your re
Ernie Hare was a member of thc sponsibility to use these crosswalks
radio harmony team, the Happiness and traffic lights and when walk
Boys, collapsed Saturday night as ing on the highways, once again we
he was walking on Broadway, New are pleading with you to please
York and died before a physician walk on the left side of the highway
could attend him. He was 53 years facing the traffic, and on Nov. 28,
old. Billy Jones and Ernie Hare Thanksgiving Day, and at the end
sang together from 1920 until Mr of the holiday period, let us all be
Hares last illness in 1939. They able to be thankful we have had no
were among the first and for many part in seriously injuring or peryears among tlie most popular , haps killing any of our citizens."
radio entertainers in tlie United
States. Mr. Jones once estimated
One year ago; Jenness P. Eugley,
that they had made 2000 broadcasts j 16. of Hatchet Mt. 4-H Club won a
together, on which they had sung trip to national 4-H Congress in
10.000 songs and cracked 25,000 Chicago.—J. Hugh Montgomery of
Jokes.
Camden was elected a State direc
tor of the New England Council.—
'I am much interested in "The Charles Shatter was elected com
Good Old Days of Local Bands’ by mander of Anderson Camp, Sons
Iree Member," writes a subscriber. of Union Veterans of the Civil
“I think Iree Member could not have War. —Oertrude Bickford won the
been a charter member of the old grand prize in the Elks-Band beano
Ingraham Hill Band, but must have i series.
food. Much of the food used is
raised on the prison farm a short
distance from the Institution.
estimated appropriation
Warden Says That Cost forWelch's
the next biennium with those
Of Living Has Hit Prison of other institutions and depart
ments will be submitted by the
—The Farm Helps
committee to the legislators when
The legislative budget committee they convene in January.
was informed by Warden John H.
Chief Van Russell has called an
Welch of the State Prison that per
capita cost for food and general other meeting of the firemen's ban
maintenance of prisoners the last quet committee for Wednesday
year was $7 a week. Welch re night at 7.30 at the Central Fire
quested an appropriation Increase Station.
of $20,000 for each of the next two
years to take care of a general
The Knox Knox County Camera
rise ln maintenance costs and em Club wlll hold its regular biployment of additional guards.
! monthly meeting tonight at ita
“We flnd it Is necessary," said headquarters, Wilbur Benter’s on
Welch “to maintain one guard for Broadway. A discussion will be
I held concerning the exhibit (Dec.
every 10 prisoners."
The dally average population at 6-7). All members please attend
the prison the last year, the War and bring prints thus far made
den said, was 430.
for exhibit. New sequences of the
Of the $7 per capita cost. Welch , club’s latest project "Knox County
said, approximately $120 was for On Parade" will be shown.

Welch Wants More

THANKSGIVING DAY SPECIAL SHOW

JIMMIE & DICK’S NEW RADIO SHOW

< THANKSGIVING <
$1 TURKEY DINNER $1
Home Cooked

Full Course

New Dining Room

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
U. S. Route No. 1

WARREN, ME.

TEL. 3 RING 41

Please make reservations by noon, Nov. 27

Featuring

Cora Deane, Flash Willie, The Knowlton’s Three
Plus

SMILEY AND SUE, Musical Comedy Team
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION

THE GEORGIA PEACH, Black Face Comedian
****
FREE CANDY BAR FOR TIIE CHILDREN AT 3 P. M. MATINEE

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28
Matinee 3.00 P. M.
Children 10c
Adults 25c
tax included

Evening 8.00 o’clock
Children 25c. tax included
Adults 40c, tax included

Every-Other-Oay
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Band expired. Jake was something
of a wit and here is a sample of
THBEE-TIMES-A-WEEK
his apt retorts. The boys used to
rehearse at Skeets home Saturday
For I the Lord thy God will hold
nights.
thy right hand, saying unto thee.
OF
Fear not; I will help thee—Isa.
When Skeet s dad came home,
41: 13.
after closing his drug store (who
By
doesn't remember Bill Kittredge
By
RUTH
WARD
IREE MEMBER
and his store, corner Main and
Park street?) he was wont to linger
(By K. S. F.)
(Sketch No. 3)
a bit to listen to the sounds, sweet
The league standing to date:
Returning to the old Ingraham and otherwise, produced by the .American
England Was An Island Oner Hill band. I know of only a few budding musickers.
W L. PC.
author Elswyth Thane Published who continued in the music game
One night he remarked that he Perry's ..................... 24 6 8CO
by Harcourt, Brace Company, New after the Band gave up the ghost.
noted quite an improvement in the Texaco ..................... 15 10 600
York
Charlie Montgomery was one. Lu playing. Quick as a flash Jake re- Post Office ................ 15 10 .600
This charming writer has s e r ther Clark another. Fred gastman torted, “If there is any change at Harding's Wonders... 14 11 .560
for English history, and she ha - 1 is yet another and I believe he is all it must be an improvement, it Mid-Town ................ 11 14 440
still tooting the trombone and saw
McIntosh Ice ...._........ 8 12 400
arresting mode of giving it, via ing the fiddle. He uied to be a surely couldn't be worse"
I don't seem to recall anything Snow's ..................... 10 20 .333
zest and value. She shows her dc < humdinger at improvising rhymes
more of interest concerning the old Elks . ..................
9 21 300
love for England by returning to to the tune cf “I'm Flying High" Ingraham Hill band except to say
that country of beauty and historic end r”tffin’d right merrily on a few words about Luther Clark National
26 5 833
grandeur 11 years in succession; some di tl e O?n' Jibs wth 'he Ma- who tweeted the E flat clarinet. I Rice Co..................
20 5 .800
deep in spiritual browsing of what sons. E'ks. c Hope you are still was a lot older than he but took Kiwanls ........
Old Timers ........ -...... 20 10 667
was. and was soon to come to at it, Frf c!
a great liking to the red headed
15 15 500
glorious England in this tragic and
Jake R :y played in “Skeet'' little reed pincher (or is it pincer?) Coca Cola .....
Kittredg:'.' orchestra after the and we have remained firm friends Oulf ........................... 12 13 480
perilous times.
Water Co. .................. 14 16 467
She weaves into this history as
all through the years which have . Feylers ..................... 8 12 .400
she has in all her excellent writings,
followed.
Armour & Co.............. 12 18 400
credible and engaging events in her
Luther has cne bad, very bad; Swift Co. ................... 10 20 333
day's findings and has a sensitive as
fault. He has always been too Van Baalen _______
5 25 .167
well as romantic culture, in all her
darned modest. While most^of us
• • • •
thoughts and experiences. She has
are all too prone to “strut our stuff"
perspective, sympathy and humor
The scores of last week s matches
Luther has always been inclined
that holds the reader; making what
By The Pupils
to efface himself He is one of were:
some would have written prozy into
Perry's (4)—Marshall. 284: Post.
those rare specimens who does a
thrilling events that gives romance
283; Legage. 287; Stewart. 299;
heap
of
the
work
and
lets
the
other
At a meeting of the Girls' Glee
and illuminating life to past ages
fellow carry the Glory Banner but, Norton. 311; total. 1464
The book is an added historical Club, directed by Mrs Rogers. in spite of his one vice, modesty, he
Post Office <11—T. Perry. 254;
Wednesday,
plans
were
made
for
chapter that will live.
Dudley, 262: Chatto. 322; D. Perry
is
about
the
most
successful
busi

th€ annual Christmas assembly.
Elswyth Thane is a
268; Rackliff. 314; total. 1420
ness musician I can think of.
author, playwright and student ot The program will be in charge of
Harding's Wonders (5)—Clarke,
I never heard him say harm of
British hiton”seeTn7 Tm^end.ng “a^111^,’ and
decorating,
anyone, and his dance orchestra of 285; Iott. 282; Harding. 315; Carr,
Priscilla
Brazier
—
Virginia
Witham
calamity long before this country
a few years back will be remem 291; Hobbs. 328; total. 1502
• • • •
.felt it and she was living in Eng
Elks (0)—Bowley. 290; Danielson.
bered as a popular one and his
Junior
Red
Cross
sent
a
post
land not post-war but pre-war. A
clarinet playing, well, he can still 288; Collins. 270; Marshall. 277;
book no real thinker would care to card shower to Jeanne Rokes who play rings around most of them.
Dondis. 271; total. 1396
is in Shriner's Hospital, Spring• •• •
miss.
K 8 F.
He began away back in the late
field.
Eighties to write music and started
Mid-Town
(4)—Daniels.
273;
• • • •
Kate Trimingham. a novel by
a mail order business which has Mills. 248; C Sleeper. 271; G.
All
of
the
members
of
the
Stu

Frances Frost, Published by Farrar
grown with the years and which, 1
dent Council are attending the have little doubt has kept the wolf Sleeper. 293; Soule. 290; total, 1375.
and Rinehart. New York.
Snow's (D—Crockett. 262; SukeA beautifully bound book with fourth annual State Student Coun a considerable distance from his forth. 285; Cole. 283; Oatcombe,
cil
Convention
held
at
Cony
High
names of novel and author In gold
door. I believe that Luther holds a 258; McKinney, 285; total, 1373
bands on a delightful blue linen School. Augusta, today. The coun near world record in the line of
• • • •
binding; giving promise of a book cil is composed of the president song writing—perhaps it is a world
Gulf
(4)
—
Payson,
293; Murphy.
and
two
representatives
from
each
record He has written (now, hold
worthy of New England countrv
class, numbering 12.
your breath) 10.000 songs! I wonder 273; Seavey. 265; H Black. 267
lire
Danielson. 291; total. 1389
i if anv of The Courier-Gazette readThe book has quality of beauty
Old Timers (1)—F. Richardson.
Harry (Bud) Oraves. '40 enlisted prs have the faintest idea what
and action, interspersed with loath
286; Leach. 248: Rogers. 259; Ben
some swearing that has never been Oct. 15 in the Army Air Corps for .vntiri? 10.000 songs means? Well,
find out Just sit down and write ner. 283; Lawry. 280; total. 1356.
as emphasized by women to this a period of three years. At pres- I
Rice (4i—Gardner. 282; Heal,
UTiter's knowledge, and only the ent he is stationed at Westover t one song, complete, and ready for
259; Smith, 296; Walker, 303; Car
lowest of mankind will use the name Field. Chicopee Falls. Mass. A i the prlnt£.r
number of hangars and barracks ‘ He has one son, Aaron, who is gill. 317; total. 1457.
of our Heavenly Father in the man
Kiwanis. (1) — Scarlott. 250;
ner used in this bock all too fre-1 are being built at Westover, and now a $cng wrlUr Aaxon u a fme
Bud finds Army life there very en young man and is doing some nice Flanagan. 314: Miller, 291; Bar
quently.
nard. 29£; Brackett. 303: total
There is every opportunity in the joyable and instructive. His ad work, too. He has. I believe, full 1457 (Rice won roll-off for tie<
dress
is:
26th
Air
Base
Attachment.
charge of the song files and has a
plot for a charming story, with the
T. 7.
"room full" of songs, band and j total by 37 pins.)
regulation sad and cruel incidents Westover Field.• •Barrack
• •
• • • •
orchestra
manuscript and copies of j
that do come in most parts of our ,
printed
music,
all
neatly
filed.
|
The
Outing
Club,
composed
of
Armcur's
(3)
— Jameson. 296;
country, with all the gossipy rank
and file of daily life of most 14 members, had a picnic Wednes labeled etc. Aaron is married, has Thomas, 367; Jackson. 229; Brown,
classes, There are some exceedingly day evening at the Camden Ski a charming wife and two little 360; Ryder. 284; total 1336
Coca-Cola (2) — Gregory. 258:
touching bits of really fine charac Trail, cooking such appetizers as daughters.
“little pigs in blankets." "angels
Luther is a very proud grampa— Millard. 223; Mitchell. 304; Taylor,
terization. but all too seldom.
The book would certainly not be on horseback." and "some mores.' who can blame him? If any musi Grover, 367; total. 1328.
Swifts (3>—Gardner, 263: Small.
one to recommend for young per over the fireplace there. Miss cian, anywhere, can top the life of
chaperoned L A Clark, we would like to meet 237; Lermond. 290: Beeman. 242;
sons' reading, and with a hark back Lawry and Mr.• Whiting
• • •
Baum, 253; total. 1285.
him.
to Sarah Orne Jewett and such
Here's to you. Luther, talented,
Van Baalen (2)—Bernstein. 237;
A
Thanksgiving
social sponsored
worths' writers of New England life,
why waste time cn this class cf by the Junior Class was held last honest, clever, unassuming, friendly, Epstein, 277; Leventhal. 229: Franz.
book? Frances Frost shows ability; evening in the gym. Autumn steadfast, charitable, a musician 268; Goldberg. 254; total. 1265.
Water Co. (4)—A. Winslow. 279;
she paints real pictures of life that colors were used in the decora and a true gentleman May you
Bartlett. 266: C. Winslow, 248; Cur
are attractive; her characters are tions which were under the direc and yours ever prosper.
I feel that it would leave this tis. 268; Simmons. 259; total. 1318.
not forced, they are individual. But tion of Virginia Bowley. Ruth
Feylers (1)—Gross, 242; Hallo
all country life is not unworthy as Johnson was chairman of the re sketch unfinished without adding
in the case of Kate Trimingham. freshment committee. Edwin Olson to the above that Luther lias a well. 236; Heningan. 250; W Heal;
She was a really lovable character. and Knott Rankin of advertising. I number of fine marches to his 298. Gregory. 244; total. 1270.
Clarence deRochemont of music,! credit. Also, other forms of com
We think Frances Frost will and
position, one of which. The Old had the fight fans sitting on the
can do much better in future writ and John Storer of clean-up.
A feature of the social was the Church Organ, a reverie, was fea edge of their seats
ing. She has spirit and irrepressible
Slasher Porter of Rockland and
good humor and we will hope for novelty all-star musical entertain tured in a nationwide radio hockYoung Gigere of Waterville fought
portraits worthy of her pen without ment produced under the direction up by the U. S. Army band.
Needless to add that the band to another draw in four two-mlnute
the drop in pleen that we felt all i o! rXirothy Peterson and with the
through this story.
K S F. Ihelp of Caro1 Ha!1 There were gave a fine rendition of this beau- rounds. In the first j>relim Kid
20 members in the cast, all sp- ! tiful composition and those of us Thomas of Oakland put Young
who heard the concert gladly stuck Terry of Camden away for the count
Bicycles propelled by small mo pearing on the stage at once, some
another big feather in the already in the first minute of the third
times
performing
as
a
unit
and
tors are increasing in Great Britain
full hatband of Luther's headgear. round.
sometimes in solo numbers.
I Comments upon this highly in
The cast included Douglas Perry,
Aviators are applying chemicals
teresting series of band reminis
Virginia
Foster,
Norgna
Philbrick.
to areas in Russia that are sources
Arthur Schofield. Mary Anastasia, cences will be welcomed by The I
of malaria infection.
j Howard Edwards. Ernest Dondis, Courier-Gazette. Let us hear frem
other musicians of Iree Member’s
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS Dorothy Trask. Alice Bohn. WilI liam Mack. Elaine Ames. Harrison vintage—or later.—Ed.)
WORK WONDERS
| Dow. Mary Snow. Everett Small.
'Josephine Buckminister, Richard i
I Sukeforth. John Storer. Jean Cal- j
derwood. Joe Sylvestri, and Carl ■
REAL ESTATE
' Kalloch.
But the Top Prelim Had
• • • •
Prospect waiting for shore prop
the
Fans Dangling On the
There has been organized in the
erty. Wants 3 to 10 acres of land.
Edge of Their Seats
7th period Speech Class, taught by
I would like more listings of farms,
Mr. Smith, a club which purposes
woodlots. residential and business
Ed. Liveski, who was introduced
to bring added variety into our
properties. Tel. or write F. H.
as from Dexter, gained a decision
oral
work.
Officers
elected
are
Wood at office of O. H. Tripp En
president, Douglas Perry; vice over Salem Thomas of Waterville
gineering Co. Rockland.
president, Donald Kalloch; secre- in what could be termed a rather
140-142
slow bout Friday night at the Park
(Continued on Page Five)
Street Arena.
Both fighters seemed to liave rej.ucndi
' spcct for each other's hitting abll1 ity, and hardly got close enough to
J each other to land a good solid
| blow.
In the top preliminary, bouts
FRESH MOIST
Bobby Pooler and K. O. Brierly
,NCr DRV)
fought to an exciting draw, which
AT

The Courier-Gazette

The Community
Bowling
League

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS
LOCAL BANDS

Book Review

Come—plan your Thanksgiv
ing menu in your A&P Super
Market! Join the happv people
planning feasts for the Holi
day! Sec all the grand foods
at savings! Look at the many
fine foods that A&P butli
makes and sells! A&P Coffees,
for example. All three are nowoffered at the lowest prices in
history! Select Eight O’clock,
Red Circle or Bokar, they’re
all the pick of the plantations.
Have your choice Custom
Ground for your own coffee
pot! Buy everything e!se you
need at your A&P Super
.Market ana get MORE
Thanksgiving for your money!

At The High School

Nov. 28th, Thanksgiving Day. Please Shop Early.
For Your Convenience A&P Stores Will Remain
Open Tuesday a”d Wednesday Evenings.

ROASTING - 5 TO 6 POUND AVERAGE

CHICKENS
FRESH GEESE
FANCY

MASS GROWN,

THANKSGIVING

* TO 5 POUND AVERAGE

WHOLE OR RIB HALF

OYSTERS
FOR STUFFING OR
POULTRY DRESSING

PINT

LU

DINNER

Minted Grapefruit
Grapefruit Juice
Julienne Soup
Celery
Olives
Sweet Piekles
Fried Clam Fritters
Baked Stufled Lobster
Plain Lobster
Lobster a la Newburg
Lobster Salad
Roast Native Turkey, Chestnut Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
Roast Native Duck. Sage Dressing, Apple Jelly
Sirloin Steak. Broiled. Mushroom Sauce
Queen Fritters, Brandy Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Buttered Onions
Hubbard Squash
Green Peas
Fruit Salad
Hearts of Iceberg Lettuce
Mayonnaise. French or Russian Dressing
White Bread
Hot Rotis
Dark Bread
Apple Pie Squash Pie Pumpkin Pie Warm Mince Pie
Vanilla Ice Cream, Cake
English Plum Pudding, Whipped Cream or Hard Sauce
Toasted Crackers, American Cheese
Tea
Coffee
Milk

Tomato Juice

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

Price 75 Cents

141-142

LEAN-6 TO 8 POUND AVERAGE

SHOULDERS

* FRUITSaxdVEGETABLES *

CRANBERRIES
,19‘
ORANGES
CELERY
SQUASH
CAPE

COD

FLORIDA
SIZE 252
VERY JUICY

Tune In Every Tuesday Evening
Station WBZ-WBZA, 7:30

DOZ

PLAY MUSICO

WHITE, CRISP,
TENDER

HIT THE WEEKLY DOUBLE WIN A PRIZE

BCHS

WHITEHOUSp"'’

HUBBARD

NATIVE

EVAP. MILK

LBS

YELLOW ONIONS
PASCAL CELERY
TURNIPS 4

i«oi«7c

4

10'

CANS

3 LB

TIN

WOMAN’S DAY DECEMBER ISSUE NOW ON SALE

e|

JANE
PARKER
1 18
SQUARE

FRUIT CAKES

29c LL£ 57c

RING

SI.39

PLUM PUDDING
FRIIH CAKES luxe r'ngSS0 mcSi.98
ONE PIE MINCE MEAT 2
25’
R&R PLUM PUDDING -45' ™27
14 OZ
PKG
DROMEDARY PITTED DATES
7JJ0Z
PKG
MARVIN PITTED DATES
1 LB
LAYER FIGS
2
IS5 PKG
9 OZ
NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT 2 PKGS
17 OZ
GREEN GIANT PEAS
2 CANS
12 OZ
CAN
DEL MAIZ NIBLETS
17‘
Spry
Gravy Master
2
1

FOR * .n

THRUi

IB
TIN

I.AVORS SOUPS. STEWS AND GRAVIES

IO C

Bulk Walnuts
2V
Mixed Nuts
Beil’s
Seasoning: pkc 9C
10®
Currants
25c
Whipple’s
Meat
21c
Gbced Fruits
Tea Balls
o?t27c
Sweet Cider
G*^N 29c
-K

LB

POULTRY

atoy°uiord

OXVOCK

GEM BRAND

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from freezing of water.

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

Pineapple

8 OZ
PKG

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
142&145

PKG

NECTAR

Orange Pekoe

FRESH CHEESE
RED SKIN
MUENSTER

MILD
CURE

VERY

TASTY

?ar

RSRY

MINCE

2.

.

47‘ Saiad Dressing «»e
Fruit Peels'
boys 25'

l'z7Tz.
PKG.

Buy

O C
Zl.

POUND
PKG

JANE PARKER

MIIIIIIIIIMIIH

Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
order and accessible at all times.

4, |

NEW 100% PURE
HYDROGENATED
VEG SHORTENING

WAXED - P. E I.

The approach of cold weather prompts the Water
Company to urge its customers to heed the follow
ing suggestions:

1.

4 QC

CENTER

Pork Chops CUT LB | U
Hamburg
u 17C
Sausage Meat'Sal 9’
Fat Salt Pork » 1O’

MINCEMEAT

Served from 12 Noon to 7.30 P. M.

DUCKLINGS
FOWL
PORK LOINS

with that wonderful
old-fashioned flavor

Main Bout Slow

THOMASTON, ME.

Grocery and Produce Prices
Also Effective at Belfast
and at
37 Elm Street. Camden

A&P Stores Will Be Closed All Day Thursday,

MINCE PIE

WEBBER’S INN

462 MAIN
STREET
ROCKLAND

25”
19c

CITRON. LEMON. ORANGE AND ASSORTED

Tomato Soup
3S13C
Ginger or Nutmeg
8C
Preserves
15c
Sweet Pickles m*xeo ?a« 27c
NBC RitzXrackers
19c
Moxie
2
25c
NBC Crackers
19®
Ann Page Olives «uozj\dr 19c
"port

PAGE

JAR

ALL FLAVORS

CONTS. ONLY

BOTS

Common

NEW YORK STATE
MILD

23c LONGHORN
19® CHEDDAR

PKG

LB

PKG

19c
lb25c

lu21c

37

Ocean Spray
CRANBERRY

SAUCE
17 OZ
CAN 11’
A&P RAISINS
SEEDED

2'5 oz 1| 0EC
PKGS

SEEDLESS

YUKON
BEVERAGES
CONTENTS ONLY

4

»o?sz

29’

c

Every-Other-Day

Page Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 26,1940
Miss Ethel Rackliff is having her
The Rockland Public Library will
annual vacation from the central
be closed Thanksgiving Day.
telephone office.
Lermond's Cove was frozen over
Private Harry Graves was home
this mcrnlng and there was a grand
tush for reserved seats, on the part last weekend from West Overfleld,
Chlckapee Fells. Mass.
of the seagulls.

TALK OF THE TOWN

*

Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Tea at Home
for Aged Women.
Nov. 28-27 Rockport -Senior class
g'.ajr "Uncle Tom’s Cabin” at Town
Nftv. 27—Warren—Pageant, "America
the Beautiful." by the Grammar and
Intermediate schools.
Nov 28—Thanksgiving Dav
Nov 28 Jimmie and Dick's new
Radio Show at Community Building
Nov 26—Knox County poultry Imp<rovement Ass'n meets at Appleton
oI range hall.
Nov. 29 Methebesec Club meets
with Mrs. Katheryn St Clair
Dec 3—Annual banquet of Rock
land Tire Department at Community
Building
Dec 3 —Waldoboro
Woman's Club
meets at Community aarden Club
House.
Dec
5 — Thomaston — Federated
Church Christmas fair.
Dec 5-6—8enlor Class Play "FootLoose" at Rockland High School
Dec 6-7 Knox County Camera Club
Exhibit at Community Building.
Dec 7—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Evening Star Grange. Washing
ton.
Dec
9—Knox County Ministerial
Assn meets at Federated Church.

Thomaston.

Dec II—Friendship—Sunshine So
ciety at Wincapaw hall.
Dec 12- Monthly meeting of Bap
tist Megis League (Note change in
date).
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

THU WEATHER
Cold enough this morning for the
Weather Man to make his season's
debut. Only 18 above at sunr se
and the sudden advent of the chilly
spell catches many persons minus
what goes on the outside of the
house and on the Inside of their
street clothes. The coal bln blitz
krieg has begun In earnest.

THE HOLIDAY ISSUE
Following Its usual custom
The Courier-Gazette's Thanks
giving issue will go to press
Wednesday afternoon. Adver
tisers, correspondents and other
contributors are asked to have
their offerings in this office at
the earliest possible moment.

Capt. John Stevens, 71,
Joins Ranks—Corps To
Have Court Team

When Cept John Stevens of
There will be a “turkey" dance
A group of the junior p.ano stu
dents of Margaret O. Stahl will pre tomorrow right at Olen Cove with Rockland joined the Corps last
sent a program next Sunday at 3 Hal’s Rhythmaires providing music. Tuesday night It was the belief of
o'clock in the vestry of the Univcrall officers and members that Capt.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxil
salist Church. All Interested friends
iary, U.S.W.V., will meet Wednes John is the oldest ex-service man
are Invited.
day at 7.30 in the Legion hall. In the State who Is drilling and
taking an active part. He is 71
Salvage blankets were used to Officers for the ensuing year will
[ years old. He served In the In
good effect Sunday noon when a be elected.
fantry, and was one of the first to
small fire worked into the parti
Mrs Ruth B. Spear attended the approve a Home Defense Corps for
tions in the third floor of the Law
this city.
rence Miller tenement oullding at New England High School Teach
The boys in the Heme Defense
ers
’
A'jociation
convention
Satur

583 Main street and necessitated
Corps are forming a basketball
the use for a brief period tf two day at the new Charles Hayden
streams. The blaze originated in Memorial Building, College of Busi team with Sgt. Ted Sylvester as
manager. All Corps members arc
the tenement occupied bv A’bert ness Administration, Boston Uni
asked to report to him if they wish
versity.
The
Dvorak
method
of
Robbins ar.d worked up through the
to play this Winter.
roof. Damage was confined to cne teaching typewriting was discussed.
Tonight's drill at the Spring
room and the building with a
The WC.TU. met Fiiday with Street Armory will start at 8 All
total near $230 All cth'r furnish
the inmates ol the almshouse under members who have Joined are asked
ings and the contents of the Has
direction of Mrs. Clara Emrry. Rev. to report for it.
kell fish market and French barber
Earl Lee of the Mountain Chapel
Capt. Hamlin and Lieut. Rcark
shop were protected.
conducted a Oospel service, appro are to form a home defense
priate to the Thar.k'ghing season, Corps in Old Town tonight to take
BORN
including the singing of a number the place of the 152d field artillery
Powers—At Stonington. Nov. 18 to of old hymns, several by iequest which leaves shortly fcr a year's
Mr nnd Mrs. Merle Powers, a son—
Mrs. Thompson, wife of Major service.
Darn Merle.
Weed At Stonington. Nov. 13. to Thompson of the Si'VF.tion Army
The ranks of the Home Defense
Mr and Mrs Fulton Weed, a daugh
a White Ribboner fortiv r'y of Wi- Corps are open for more men. For
ter—Belvla Anne
a, i-touip-'-n Nov. 11. to
information report to the Armory
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Billings, a daugh tervllle, was intro ;uu-«l and spoke
briefly. Boxes, filled with fruit tonight.
ter—rvart'U Ann
Dean At South Hope. Nov. 19. to
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Dean, a son— and sweets, arranged by Mrs. Lena
Stevens were distributed to all the HOLIDAY HOURS AT THE P. O.
Kenneth Wilbur. Jr.
Holiday hours will be observed at
inmates and members of the fam
MARRIED
ily. The next meeting will be held the Post Office on Thursday Nov.
TUson-Hibbert—At Jefferson. Nov 23. Dec. 6. with Miss Ada Younj, An all 28. as follows: Registry, Money Or
Mark Tlleon ot Augusta and Oeorgla day session, sewing on Red Cross der. General Delivery and Stamp
E Hibbert of Washington —By Rev
E L. ftsrpuson.
windows will be closed all day.
work for refugees.
Ireland-MillerAt Union, Nov. 23.
There will be no delivery' by city
Merle E Ireland of Appleton and Mrs.
The trustees of the Rockland carriers. RFD carrier will make
Irene O Miller of Rockport By Ar
thur J. Clark. J P.
District Nursing Association met his regular trip. Perishable and
yesterday for the purpose of re Special Delivery mail will be de
DIED
ceiving reports including that of livered. General collection will be
Bowman At West Washington. Nov. a total of over $2,700 for the finan J made at noon. Malls will be re19. Charles S. BownBn aged 54 years
Cotton—At Camden Nov 22. Eliza cial campaign Just concluded. Re : ceived and dispatched as usual.
beth. widow of William H Cotton, ceipts will now be sent to all con Corridor will be open from 430 a.
aged 86 years
Bo worth—At Camden Nov. 22. Clara tributing with the appreciation of j m., until 830 p. m.
B . widow of Charles Bosworth, aged the committee. The Boy Scouts of
Superintendent of Mails
85 years
Genthner—At Waldoboro. Nov. 23. Rockland co-operated on the drive
Augusta Genthner aged 80 years. Fu and have received their agreed up
Mrs. Margaret E. Tripp Is em
neral Tuesday at 1.30 at the First
Baptist church In Waldoboro. Rev on allottment, of $500. The report ployed in the Central Maine Power
Harold W Nutter, officiating
Inter of Nurse Eliza Steele will be pre Co's office.
ment in the family lot. Waldoboro
sented In the succeeding issue and
cemetery.
I Benner-At Rockland. Nov 24. La shows that she has done splendid
fayette W. Benner, aged 85 years. 11
ninths
Funeral sen ices from 88 work during this very difficult
North Main street Wednesday at 2 transitional period when the new
p m Interment In Achom cemetery.
Storey—At Rockland. Nov 24. Mag association was getting organized
gie B , widow of Frank B Storey, aged and raising its operating fund.
82 years. 8 months. 23 days Funeral

More Talk of the Town on Page 6
The Clifton Fadiman Book Re
view in the Nov. 16 issue of the New
Yorker says: “‘Foreign Devils in
the Flowery Kingdom? by Carl
Crow. Tlie author of ’400 Million
Customers' tells the rich and event
ful story of the foreigner in China,
from Marco Polo's discovery p; ma
caroni to what Mr. Crow calls the
end of the era of the foreign drill'
in 1937 Mr. Crow, as you ,rooab!y
know. Is an old China hand who
writes with humor and authoi tty.
Neatly Illustrated by Esther Brock
Bird.”

Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
dchool street. Rockland.
107-tf

Public Stenographer
EVENINGS
DOMENIC CUCCINELLO, JR.
TEL. ROCKLAND, 796-YV
142-144

BEANO
TONIGHT

serslces Tuesday at 2 p m at the
Littlefield Memorial Church. Rev c
A Marstaller officiating. Interment in
Sea View cemetery
Bray At Fairneld. Nov. 14. Mias
Sadie C Bray of Stonington, aged 27
years. 1 month. 23 days

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere appre
ciation to the many frlenda who re
membered me with gift,, flowers and
cards while I was a patient at the
MassaChu etts Memorial Hrspltal. Bos
ton. I also wish to thank Dr Fred
G. Campbell for his kindness dur
ing my Illness.
Harrlette V. Hahn
Warren.

CARD OF THANKS
Over 200 persons attended the Fin
nish Orphan Relief Benefit at War
ren Nov 16 The sum of 495 45 was
realized and has been turned over to
Emil River, of the Finnish Relief
Committee by Axel Nelson, treasurer
We wish to thank those who helped
present an exceptionally fine pro
gram. Supt. F L. S Morse. Miss
Bertha Lure. Mrs Ruth Sanborn.
Mrs. Ellen Nelson. Mrs Emma John
son. The Jolly Tollers 4-H girls. The
Community Orchestra. Wllha Elgland.
Charles Lundell. John and James
Dana and Arthur 8tanley
We thank the following neighbors
and friends • on this road who gave
food for the coffee table Mr and Mrs
Barney Peterson. Mr and Mrs Mike
Laur.la Mr and Mrs Telrlla. Mr and
Mrs. Black. Mr and Mrs Mahonen.
Mr and Mrs. Karl Niemi. Mr and
Mrs Mike Torpakka. Mr and Mrs A
Aho Mr and Mr, John Hrndrlckaon.
Mrs Wllho Elgland of Long Cove. Mrs
Lydia Lelno of Warren. Mr and Mrs.
Harold Pease. Mr and Mrs. Edwin
Harjuia. Mr and Mrs. William Duley.
Mr and Mrs. El no Partlnen of Bath.
Mr and Mrs Charles Lunden of West
Rockport. Mr and Mrs. John Paulsen,
of Thomaston. Perry's Markets. Euro
pean Bakery. Home Methods Kitchen
and First National Stores of Rock
land
We arc grateful to Otto Karl
of Union who conducted the auction
and Mr, Lempl Torpakka who assis
ted the committee In serving coffee
We thank The Courier-Gazette for
Its valuable help: and last but not
least, we thank all who attended, each
and every one In any way. contributed
to the success of this benefit for the
relief of war orphans of honest, cour
ageous Finland.
The Harjuia and Nelson families
Mr. and Mrs John Niemi. Mr. and
Mis Tolvo Johnson, committee In
charge.
By Jenny Harjuia Anderson
Chairman.

•

LEGION HALL
7.30 o’clock

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

ADMISSION 23 CENTS
124Ttf

DANCE
Turkey
Thanksgiving Dance
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
At GLEN COVE
Hal’s Rhythmaires

AT

ELKS HOME

More Talk of the Town on Page 6.

Home of
HOME MADE CANDY AND
FRESHLY SALTED NUTS

FANCY THIN RIBBON CANDY
Five Flavors
Peppermint, Uheekermint. Clove,
Molasses, Cinnamon
29c pound
SALTED MIXED NUTS, lb 60c
SALTED CASHEW NUTS, lb 49e
NUTS IN SHELL
NEW MIXED,
lb 25c
WALNUTS,
lb 29e
CASTANAS.
lb 19c
FRUIT BASKETS
Made and Delivered On Order
From SI.50 up

CHISHOLM BROS.

Dancing 8.39 to 12.00

142-lt

INDIGESTION
may affect the Heart

Nothing’s too
colorful this Thanks
giving in ties, shirts,
hosiery.
This year the turkey is putting
the peacock to shame, so don’t
be afraid of color In your shirts,
ties and hosiery.
The fact is that this same
vividness will keep you youn?
and that, in itself, is something
to be thankful for.
Drop in and drop that somber
look, for here are the furnish
ings that will furnish thr alibi.

In

SHIRTS
$1.00 to $2.50
TIES
55c to $3.00
HOSIERY
25c to $2.00
GLOVES
$2.00 to $5.00

“Dr. Kildare Goes Home”

Nicely Tailored

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE R.AD1O CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
—

■

■ ■—

-■

your entire Thanksgiving Dinner at Our Markets and Save Time and Money. Plump tender Turkeys,
shining red Cranberries, crisp clean Vegetables . . . everything from savory Soups to palate-pleasing assorted
Nuts, featured at prices that enable you to Save without stinting on quality and quantity.

SELECTED LITTLE

PIG

PORK
TO ROAST

SMALL, LEAN
FRESH
time honored Turkey, roasted to a golden brown, and oh, so tender anil flavorsome when
ii is one of our selected birds. Heavy with meat on the breast and joint . . the best that can be
bought at any price. To be assured of obtaining an extra fine bird we urge you to select yours
NOW. You can leave it in our modern cooler until needed.

TURKEYS

WE WILL HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT TO
CHOOSE FROM; ALL FANCY YOUNG BIRDS
GET YOURS EARLY
LB

,

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mata.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3 09
TUES.-WED.. NOV. 26-27

LEW AYRES
LIONEL BARRYMORE

THUR8.-FRI., NOV. 28-29
One Of The First Showings
The Columbia Pictures
Presentation

FROM NEARBY FARMS

ALL NATIVE BIRDS

“ESCAPE TO GLORY”
♦Starring •
CONSTANCE BENNETT
PAT O'BRIEN
John Halliday
Ann Baxter
Melville Cooper

CLIQUOT CLUB

CRANBERRY SAUCE.. .. .. .. . 2 tins 21c

Thanksgiving Eve

“WINDOW CLEANERS”

TEL. 294

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 27

Special Matinee Thursday
(Thanksgiving) at 3.00 P. M.

416 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.

For Thanksgiving

RIBBON CANDY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb box 31c
ASSORTED POUND BOX

CHOCOLATES

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c

HERSHEY KISSES, cello bag................... 21c
ASSORTED HARD CANDIES ................ lb 19c
ASSORTED CANDY STICKS............... jar 10c
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES............ 5 lb box 79c
A REAL TREAT—THE FAMOUS OLD FASHIONED

SPONGE CANDY ... 3 giant bricks 25c
Walnuts—in meat. 1 lb bags 23c
FANCY MIXED NUTS .. lb 23c
Fresh Roasted PEANUTS 2 qt 19c

NUTS

BEST FOR ALL YOUR
THANKSGIVING NEEDS
HONEY BOY

BABY LUNCH
CRACKERS

\ n

Chrysanthe
mums

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Servic»

Ambulance Service

• ••

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
‘
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

3,',,29c

9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W

FRUIT PUDDING.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 10c

HONEY, BIRDSEYE STRAWBERRIES, FIGS, D ATI S, TOMATOES. LETTUCE. CAULI
FLOWER, CUCUMBERS, STRING BEANS. BRl'SSEL SPROUTS, SQUASH. TURNIP.
PEARS, DELICIOUS APPLES, GRAPES. WHITE ONIONS. RED ONIONS, PASCAL CEL
ERY. ALL KINDS OF CHEESE. CHESTNUTS, MCSHROOMS. SYVEET POTATOES, SWEET
peppers,

McIntosh

SWIFT’S BROOKFIF.L1

BUTTER

LB.

PURE

LARD

2,.s

apples.

39c

15c

ASPARAGUS, 2 No. 1 tins 29c
Are you having dinner guests this
Thanksgiving? If you are. serve Perry’s
SUPREME DOUGHNUTS—Just watrh
their eyes light up at the first bite—
and remember you have more than
one kind to choose from—wr offer
Plain, Chocolate, Cinnamon, Sugared
or Molasses.

29/

OLEO 2

Welch's

GRAPE JUICE
only

1*

with purchase of

ONE QUART WELCH’S
at regular price

BOTH for 44 f

THE

17c

SUGAR 10- 50c
NORMAN R

IS ALE

To Your Hostess

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

PURITAN OLD FASHIONED

JUST A FEW THINGS YOU WILL NEED—

2“U5c

BREAD

° BOTTLE
Send

s

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT............ 2 pkgs 21c
DROMEDARY DATES, pitted 2 7V4 oz pkgs 23c
FRIENDS MINCE MEAT................. Ige tin 25c
BULK CITRON................................... lb 29c
SEEDLESS RAISINS.................... 3 pkgs 19c
SEEDED RAISINS........................ 2 pkgs 15c
FRIENDS BAKED INDIAN PUDDING .... tin 10c
FRIENDS RICE PUDDING.................. tin 10c
GREEN GIANT PEAS.................... 2 tins 27c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE.............. i/2 lb cake 15c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE............. 2 lbs 47c
JELL-0 ..................................... 4 pkgs 19c
PUMPKIN.............. ’................. 2 Ige tins 19c
SQUASH............................... . 2 Ige tins 19c
MINCE MEAT, old time brand............. pkg 9c
CURRANTS............................ 11 oz pkg 10c
BULK DATES................................ 2 lbs 25c
PITTED DATES..................... 6’/2 oz pkg 10c
KNOX JELL, choice of six flavors .... 3 pkgs 10c
BELL’S SEASONING........................ pkg 9c
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR............. pkg 20c
DATE AND NUT BREAD................. 2 tins 25c
JEWEL SHORTENING................... 3 lb tin 37c

FANCY QUALITY

DOZ.

Ilka a
halr-trlcrer on the heart. At the first sign of d’ltreaa
mart men and women depend on Bell aru Tablet* to
eet gai free. No laxative but made of the faiteitactlnf medicine* known for acid Indigestion. If the
FIRST DOSE doean't prove Boll-an* better, return
bottle te u* and receive DOUBLE Money Back. 2&e.

25/

CONTENTS

WALNUTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 25c

THANKSGIVING CANDIES
PECAN MEATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 oz pkg 25c

Dancing 9.30 to 1.00

Om trapped Id the itomach or cullet may act

2

LARGE BOTTLES

DIAMOND BUDDED LARGE SIZE RED ST.AMP

STRAWBERRIES, Birdseye .. box 23c
PEAS, Birdseye.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. box 23c

ANGLO-CRAFT SUITS

GREGORY’S

14<

| THANKSGIVING TABLE

HEINZ PUDDINGS.. .. .. .. . 2 Ige tins 65c

USE THESE CRACKERS FOR YOUR
TURKEY DRESSING

Also
Walt Disney's Donald Duck and
Pluto in

27/

DATE, FIG, PLUM

SODA CRACKERS 2 lb box 14c

$25.00
REVERSIBLE PARKAS
$13.50, $15.00

-2Va to 3 lb average

PRICES ARE LOW-

CANADA DRY

GINGER ALE

OVERCOATS
$25.00
The best tailored suit in America
for

Cut from Young Porkers

CHICKENS - DUCKS - GEESE - FOWL

FRESH OYSTERS,,
pint 25c
Stickney & Poors STUFFING, pkg 10c

Thanksgiving
Special

■

HOLIDAY TABLE

CARAMEL POP CORN 3 Ige cel. bags 25c
SWEET CIDER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . gal jug 29c

CHISHOLM BROS.

Turkey for Door Prize

BURPEE’S

Home Defense Corps

FLOUR

BAG

79c

Fresh Crisp Celery ... 2 bchs 19c
FANCY
CAPE

Cranberries,

Apples,

qt 19c

FANCY MAINE
McINTOSII

Potatoes,

6 lbs 23c

U. S. NO. 1
GRADE

peck 17c

FANCY MAINE

Pascal Celery.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . bch 19c
Sauer Kraut

3 lbs 25c

s

Mild Cheese.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 23c
Miracle Whip

Dmss!ng

qt jar 32c

A New Taste Thriller—Try This New
Peppermint-Chocolate Flavor in

Mayonnaise

Kre-Mel 4 " 15c

Spry or Crisco lb tn 17c; 3 lb tn 47c

CONFECTIONER’S

A GRAND THANKSGIVING CAKE FOR YOU

SUGAR 3.I PKGS 19c

PERRY

ptjar 23c

Southern Fruit Cake.. .. .. .. .. . 29c
The Best ot Quality—Fresh Every Day

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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Page Four

Two Able Speakers

WALDOBORO

Two Good Memories

Priscilla Starr’s Tenth Birthday

Have Now Reconstructed
Ingraham Hill Band—
A Jay See Joins Up

Half-Hour Reading Club
Of Thomaston Holds
Informative Session

£
MRS. LOUISE MUJjfiR
Correspondent. *
ftftftft
Tel. 27

Editor cf Tlte Courier-Oazette:—
A delightful evening was spent
I read with much pleasure the
j Friday at the Thomaston home of
opening
article on old time bands. '
Mrs. Florence Shuman fell Fri- j Miss Rita C. Smith by members
written
by
"Iree Member," and he
day sustaining a broken hip. She and guests of the Half-Hour Read
remembers well. Just one slight j
is a patient at Memorial Hospital, ing Club at the annual meeting of
error in the article. Of no con
Damariscotta.
the club. Miss Smith, the presi
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hilton and dent. conducted the business meetsequence however. That red headed
family have moved to their new ing. opening with explanatory re
(now bald headed* E flat clarinet
home at Medomak Terrace.
I marks as to the origin of the club
plat i r was ou y 14 at that dale ai.it
Mr. and Mrs. B G. Miller went ! and the significance of its name.
had played a piccolo for a year or
Monday to Easton, called by the . The purpose, she said, was to inmore before that. He still plays
death of Mrs. Miller’s uncle Charles terest members in reading, not only
and occupies the "first chair" in the
fiction, but non-fiction and when
W. Spear.
clarinet section of the present
Mrs. Gladys Grant entertained at the club was formed each member
Rockland City Band and Is fully
bridge Friday night Mr. and Mrs. pledged herself to read one-half
capable of holding up his end *n
hour
of
non-fiction
each
day
of
Austin Winchenbaugh, Mr. and
any band in Maine at least. Being
Mrs. Wendell Blanchard, Mr. and the year, and failing in this was
1 my brother perhaps I have said
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and Mrs. to pay a fine of one cent a day
enough abcut him. Other members
for each day missed. These fines,
Robert Mitchell.
emitted by I. R. were Fred Rob
Mrs. Jessie Achorn leaves Wed with the dues, have been used to
bins, bass drummer and Ned Rob
nesday for Chelsea, Mass., where add worthwhile books to the Pub
bins, baritone. Wesley Rokes <The
lic Library.
she will pass the holiday.
Gray Eaglet an alto player. Cap
The reports of the secretary and
Mrs. Henry Crowell entertained
tain Frank L. Brown of Astoria,
the Mending Club Thursday night. treasurer were given by Mrs.
Oregon at one time played in this
Those present were Mrs. A. D. Frank D. Elliot and Mrs. Edward
| Ingraham Hill Band and others of
Gray, Mrs. Clarence Benner, Mrs. T. Dornan. gave the report of the
more or less flitting fame.
Ralph Benner, Mrs. Bessie Ben book committee. Mrs. J. Edward
My father built their band-stand
ner Mrs. Nellie Benner. Mrs. Percy Elliot then reported for the nom
on land of John Rcbbtns at the Hill ,
inating
committee,
presenting
the
Moody, Mrs. Virgil Wallace and
and several concerts were given
names of Mrs. Robert Walsh for
Mrs. Earle Spear.
Sixteen young guests gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs, Alfred Starr. Meadow road. Thomaston, Sat-! there, mostly from the old Good
Charles Rowe. Jr., has returned president. Mrs. Frank Elliot for
iv afternoon, to celebrate the tenth birthday of Priscilla Starr. The afternoon was spent in playing games Luck' tock with the big horseshoe
f
with a hu,p birthdav cake and presents for the hostess. First row. left to right: Virginia Saun- on the cover No 1 March was the
from Boston where he passed a secretary-treasurer, and Miss Nellie Gardiner. Mr.s. Edward Dornan ders, Athlene Cross, Priscilla. Cormier, Priscilla Starr the hostess, Jane Ifemey. Kathleen Hardy. Doris Ifemey, j-Advance March'- the best in the
few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Oral Ludwig are 1 and Miss Rebecca Robertson for Second row. \ifred surr, Jr., Ronny Bickford. Teddy Sylvester. Third row: Shirley Shields. Lorraine Rul,er- book There was also a polka the
Photo by Cullen. I "Cracovinne" that was pretty and
on a hunting trip in the Oxbow the book committee These officers Dorothy Merrill. Gloria Brooks. Betty Bickford. Christine Maxcy, Jean Spear.
were elected.
Region.
| Ned Robbins, the baritone player
Mr. and Mrs. John H Miller visi
had a very showy part in lt which
™
’IT
ted Friday In Portland.
he could and did play very finely.
Christine
Moore,
who
gave
an
in,vere
Marian
Standish
and
the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson of
(Continued from Page One)
i The architect ls Felix A. Burton , I don't believe over three or four
Manchester. N. H. are at the home teresting account of her visit to play introduction was by Maynard suring the Treasurer "of our will- | of Boston, member of the class of | 01 that oId ,l,and areactlyenow.In
of his mother, Mrs. Henry John the Book Fair in Boston this Fall, t Wallace. Accompanying the stufact the only ones no " playing are
Her vivid descriptions of the fair dems on
trlp were
M lngness to co-operate in >'our 11907 at Bowdoin College. Hls mentioned in Iree's arti.,e.
son for the Winter,
worthy
undertaking"
and
expn
, , ,
, ,,
.
Alden Gleason who has been Itself and of the various speakers 1 „
Spear, principal and Mrs. Anne lng its complete confidence in re brother Harold H Burton, mayor of j By the way that is an unusual
spending the Summer at Martin s lt was her good fortune to hear
payment, added. "It may be that | Cleveland has recently been elec-| name. Iree Member Is not near a
Point went Saturday to Framing held the interest of her listeners Hinckley, teacher of English
Miss
Mildred
Jackson,
student
at
some people are discouraged, but ted to the United States Senate. I common name as "Smith" or Jones
ham. Mass., where he will visit throughout. She spoke of writers
Rcbinson. I certainly shall read
of the building in- Their father was the famous Dean
whose
names
are
familiar
whereJ
Gorham
Normal
School,
was
overrelatives before returning to his ever there are books, among them I night guest Saturday at the home l.he prothat you people of the par- I Burton^o^MassachusetU Institute ;a UJiU wtlcle^ arrfby
J*
home in Walnut Creek, Calif.
j once promised to write a little someIsh
are
not.
Mrs. Augusta S. Genthner died Alice Duer Miller. Pearl Buck : of Mr. and Mrs George W. Walker,
The rebuilding committee is Wil- thing about the Paragon Button
As the picture shows, the new
Saturday at the home of Mrs. Freda Uttley. Mary Ellen Chase. 1 and called on many friends in this
_mttM.
_______
tt,.’Wallace
,_____ tvW TV,,.
I Corporation Rand
Band nfof Waldoboro
Waldoboro
Harris.
Watt f-nmn-atirn
church
has
been
designed
on
simple
Caroline Hodgdon. Mrs. Genthner ^ex Stout. Hendrik Willem Var.town as well as visiting with
her
which
was
the
"brain child ' of the
Frank A Wiley The work
and
beautiful
colonial
lines,
in
;
ar.
was widow of Andrew Genthner i Loonand Arthur Guiterman. all of mother, Mrs. Leroy
Benner in
keeping with the community. Ad ha s been done by Frank F. Roband had always lived here. She ! whom were speakers.
Friendship
was a member of the First Bap- j At
the conclusion of
Miss ( Mr and Mrs Elmer Overlook ac- joining is the churchyard, where Imton as head carpenter, assisted
Charles Coolbroth. Wilfred Rob- 1 ent cf Ingraham Hill. South
tist Church. Funeral sevices will)^oores talk. Miss Smith present- companied by Mr. and Mrs. Oliver rest many generations ol its ear bv
I will
The i
lmson and Lee Andrews.
lier
members.
In
a
substantial
be held at the Baptist Church ed Howard Swift, a native of: Libby motored Sunday to Auburn.
work
was
done
by
Edward
|
try
to
get
data
soon
I
was
a
memMrs. Gertrude Oliver of Friend - sense it Is a memorial to them, and
Tuesday at 1.30, Rev. Harold Nut Thomaston, who is now employed
ber during Its entire existence.
it should put this community close- Peas:
ter officiating. Burial will be in at the New York Botanical Gar- ship, district deputy grand chief
A Jay See
Various others have assisted from
PL
d
av
at
in
harmony
tho
resurgence
|
dens, and who passed a year in maae her official visit
Central cemetery.
Union. Nov. 24
These skilled men
of
religion
now
actively
under
way.
j time to time
Mrs. Ida Stenger has been act- ' England as an exchange student Crescent Temple, P S Guests fil
The war in Europe is deliberate- j have produced in a short time at
ing as chairman of music for the ;
Swift gave his audience a pen eluded six from Mayflower Temple,
ly destroying churches, a tragic in reasonable cost a strong structure
Hope Chest dance to be given in 1 picture of the war in Engand read- p s. of Thomaston,
i which will surely be an archltecthe High
School
auditorium i in? from a letter received from an
Mrs. Louella Crockett will be stance is that of the beautiful
cathedral
at
Coventry.
In
time
I
tural credit to this community and j
Thanksgiving night. Mrs. Rose i English friend with whom he wa- chairman of the dinner committee
gTeat usefulness and spiritual
Weston. Mrs. Sarah Lash and Mrs. ! associated during his stay there Wednesday at the E. A Starrett they will doubtless be rebuilding,
after i benefit The slender spire reaches
Nan Weston are on the decorating 111115 letter impressed the listeners Auxiliary. SUV. Members not so-. just as this church is rebuilt
_
I high.
committee and Mrs. Rena Crowell. anew with the remarkable courage liclted are requested to furnish 1 us accioentai ces.ruction

SENTER* CRANE'S

Thanksgiving...

i

GIFT FOR VOI R
HOSTESS
Give the lady who pro
vides your "turkey 'n'
trimmings" reason to be
thankful that she in
cluded you at her party.
Give her our exquisite
NcMcnd Stockings a gift
ot sheer luxury that will
win her approval of your
excellent taste!

THANKSGIVING AT RIDGE CHURCH

STOCKINGS
$1.15 to $1.35

2, 3. 4 and 7-threads
••Personal Lengths"
Short. Medium, Long

i °r

Mrs. Bessie Kuhn and Mrs. Ida
Stahl and Mrs. Oral Ludwig are
to serve refreshments. Mrs. Maude
Clark Oay had charge of publicity.
The event promises an enjoyable
opening for the social season.

fortitude and philosophy of the sweets
Donald K. Farrand. Mayor Veazie.
Engiish people in this time of
of Town Meeting
I
Dana Haskins and John M Rich
i strifeThen, in a lighter vein. Miss
*as voted Saturday at thc speContinued from Page One*
ardson.
Margaret G Ruggles announced an ci®i t0*n meeting held at G.over I verted into cash by the merchants
This executive group is thorough
“Information
Please"
program hall, to appropriate the sum of $1003 , thf
their
wholesalers
or
ly representative incudir.g whole
which she herself conducted with frem back taxes col.ected during .
ADDI CTnu
I Miss
acting as scorer. The .the cunent year for the installation
The Plan will result ln each salers. retailers, meat distributors,
,
. .
, .
.
.
ArrLtlUN
"experts" for the occasion were °f the heating unit at new Junior
Switzerland has Jus! established
family having half again as much farmers, milk men. bakeries, etc.,
Mrs. Ida Wendland returned Sun- ' Mrs. William Tobey. Mrs. Agnes
School building Work on in food as at present and purchasing with authority to act in behalf of the flve-dav week for many indusday to New York where she has J Boynton. Mrs. Carrie Thomas. Mrs /tallation which will be steam
tries.
at will at any store. This sends ^he whole,
employment.
Eliza Carleton. Miss Mary McPhail
Wun by A T. Norwood and trad<> throuKh normal chanr.c^
Mrs. Ida Mitchell and daughter i and Mrs. Francis Tillson. Ques- 30115• as 50011 85 the equipment is
'•
esDeciallv
of Buikettville spent a day re- tions had been sent in by friends received and it ts believed that the t‘.hf farmers Stamt)s niust be
cently with her parents, Mr. and of the club in various parts of the building will be ready fcr occupancy , ‘
‘ j
and ,he ccvers
country Thus
to oe inbroken June i must be saved. Users are expected
Mrs. Thomas Williams.
vuuukQf.
ims nrovtd
provea io
m- Dec. 30. Ground
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley of fonnative as well as humorous j „ . .
\»«,iric» navis
t0 continue purchasing books at
enioved hv*
i Moderator wa5 Maurice Davis.
Bangor were guests Sunday of Mr. and
ttiiu was greatly
Bicuuy eujoyeu
o> all
au.
II regular periods and vigorous punand Mrs. W. M. Newbert. Mr.
Buffet lunch was served to con- Mhs Blanche Washburn
ishments are prescribed for those
Stanley is remaining in town as he elude the evening. Mrs. EdwardFriends learned with sorrow
o! who abuse theprivileges.
Stamp
privile
has employment with H. C. Edge T. Dornan and Mrs. Fred J. Over- |
the death Sunday of Miss Blanche I are not good for tobacco or liquor
comb in Burkettville.
lock pouring.
Washburn. 69. who died
at the in any form,
Mrs. Eleanor Pitman and Miss
home of Mrs. Florence Hardy, in j A lively question period followed
Eleanor Fuller were business call
Auburn, alter an illness of three ! conducted by Mr. Berrerd J. Miller,
ers Thursday ln Rockland.
weeks with acute heart disease. Fu- with many sharp questions bringMrs. Lucena Wentworth who has
neral services will be held Wednes- , ing out the interest fel; ln the
been guest of her daughter Mrs.
ft
dav at 2 at the home of her sister, matter. Retailers, wholesalers and
Bertha Wentworth returned Sun- j
Mrs. Herbert Andrews at 141 Sabat- milkmen were present in num
ALENA
L.
STARJtEIT
day to Searsmont.
tus street, Lewiston. Burial will be bers. One point of special Interest
Correspondent
Gene Warren has been guest for
in Mt. Auburn cemetery In Auburn. arose over the question of a milk
ftftftft
a few days of Perley White in
Miss Washburn retired eight man who brought out that, due to
South Montville.
Tel 49
years ago from work at the Hogan- their early morning calls, milk I
Mrs. Esther Moody, Mrs. Eliza
I Sprague Box factory ln Lewiston. I men could collect weekly.
All
beth
Mrs.
Linnibel
_
. Newbert.
. ,,
...!
P0*1 office will close at 11 and as guest frem time to time at others must secure stamps when
3Prowl and Mrs. Clark attended o'clock Tliursday. The lobby will the home o{ Mr. and Mrs. Oliver | sales were made.
the Eastern Star in Searsmont be open at the usual hours, and Libbv in South Warren, had made
An organization was perfected to
Friday
there will be no carrier service.
many friends in this town
administer the Plan locally with
Miss Lucille Libby recently visi
The entertainment by the pupils
ca
, j
At
u
r-j
.
.
...
j.u
She leaves three sisters, Mrs. An Earle C. Perry as chairman. Don
Storm clouds
gather
when
Edgar Kennedy
charges
Warren Hull with
ted her grandmother Mrs. Bertha of the primary, intermediate and
drews, and Mrs. Elsie Malier of Lew ald O. Cummings as secretary and swindling him out of his land on which oil is discovered. Dorothy Lovett
Wentworth.
grammar schools, including the pa iston. Mrs. Gertrude Pray of Mon J. Albert Jameson as treasurer and Jean Hersholt assume the roles of peacemakers in a situation which
Community Club Sunday was ob triotic pageant, "America The
The general committee includes is not too promising. A scene from "Remedy For Riches," starring Jean
mouth, and one brother.
served at the Baptist Church Sun Beautiful” will start at 7.30 Wed
these officers. County Agent Ralph Hersholt as Dr. Christian. One of the season’s hits, this new picture is a
day morning.
nesday at Glover hall, and wlll
Possibilities of establishing a tel Wentworth. Harold E Jackson. Stephens-Lang production released by RKO Radio.
Rev. Roy Clark was an Exeter last two hours.
evision broadcasting station in George Bachelder. William W
visitor Friday.
OX TIIE STAGE
In an exchange assembly pro Venezuela are to be investigated by Butler,
Fred
Anderson.
Ben
County President Margaret Cran- gram which Waldoboro High School
an American inventor.
Nichols. Herman Winchenbaugh,
don and Mrs. Luther Clark of presented Friday at the local High
Thomaston were guests Saturday1 School the visitors appeared In a
afternoon of the local W.C.T.U. piay. Murder of the King s Eng- Strand Theatre Wednesday-1 hursday
and L.T.L.
fish,” WTitten Tiy English III,
“ONE NIGIIT IN TIIE TROPICS"
this cast: Merrill Standish, May
nard Wallace, Peggy Jameson, Er
nest McLain, Madelyn Genthner,
Harold Kennedy, Inez Hilton, Rob
ert Creamer, Mary Miller, Charles
Relieve misery as 3 out
Ashworth, Madeline Rines. Herman
■ ■ i i • ■ °f ® mothers do. Rub
Nichols, Nellie Moody, Phyllis Mil
li""11 h i I throat' chest, back with
ler, Everett Bagley, Bessie Stahl,
Marjorie McLain and Marion Stan-

Food Stamp Plan

In Everybody
’s Column LOST
AND FOUND
■*
________________________________
ICE ax I st between Park and Wil
low St»
Reward
HAVENER'S ICE
CO 194 Main St______________ 142-141

“"g.

CHARGES Kion
CHARLES KIGEL

VICKS VAPORUB
4

WAY

THE

>^7 PHONE US
TODAY

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72
TUNf fN ON' THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Robert Cummings (left) with Nancy Kelly, I’eggy Moran and Ahn Jones
in Universal’s romantic comedy, “One Night In the Tropics.”

The new film presents a fast
moving story of a young insurance
salesman whose sale of a milliondollar "love insurance" policy leads
to romantic complications for two
couples. Locale is divided between
New York City and a Caribbean

Allan Jones. Miss Kelly, Abbott
and Costello and Robert Cummings
are starred, with Mary Boland,
Leo Carrillo, William Frawley,
Vivian Fay and Richard Carle in
other featured roles. A Edwad

island.

Sutherland was the director.

V-8 red. hub cap feund on St.
George Rd Inquire at The Courier Gaae-t*.
139*141

,ri£v V."h'

BLACK

whitTc^osTMonday

nl«ht- half black face
Answers ti
n>me of "Snuffy TEL 770 142*144

wlrren TO 8 13
Warren. TeL 8 13

RELIABLE person to handle famous
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
Watkins Grocery route consisting full of dipustt book numbered 38642 and
line household necessities
No in
the owner ot said book asks for duvestment. Business established Full , plicate In accordance with the proor part time Write the J R WAT- vision of the 8tate Law. ROCKLAND
kin's GO 231 Johnson Ave
Newark SAVINGS BANK By Edward J Helller.
X. j
142*143 Treas . Nov. 19. 1940. Rockland. Me
EXPERIENCED

flri

for

' ~"

general !

housework wanted to go to Mass
plain cooking, small family, prefer girl
who could drive car but not necess ry
References required
Write or
rail a*. 18 FREDERICK ST.. Bocklsnd
140*142
HEATED room wanted with bath
and kitchenette Write B. C
care
140*142
Th C.urler-Oaaette
IF you want . . steady employment
for
1940
in -a ---------reliable -----local busl—. —
— 1941
—.........
----ne«« w th licsl dealers' connections,
P O Box 752. Lewtston. Me _
140-142

-----------------------------------------------------------

FOR SALE

|
,
|

CIDER for sale, fresh ground for
Thanksgiving 35c HILLCREST HOME
STEAD. Warren
142-lt
, ENGL16H setter puppies for sale.
10 week's old pedigreed pups from
well bred grouse dogs, reasonably
priced.
DR
HERBERT SANBORN
; wa-rvUle Me
142*144

I

23-IN. hot air furnace with ppex

* jpniMr: I a”? sfti7 for

MISCELLANEOUS

i I
OI.ENWOOD circulator heater for
| ale *oxl condition. 15 WASHINOTONST___________________________ H2M44

HASKELL Bros Local and Long
Distance Moving. 45 Main St . TEL 25
Storage
139*144
I

At The Star Alleys
"Great Arico” Scores
High In His Last Civilian
Match—Rockland Wins
Rubber
---------

11

_______________________________ 142-144

INO. 19 B;rch St . Tel. 212-W 131*136 tl

At The Park Thanksgiving Day

WARREN

CANVAS top tarpaulin lost between
Naum and Adams
and Crescent
Beach. J E BRADBURY, Tel. 1170-’
________________________________ 14OJ42

GIRL to help with housework want
ed Reference required Apply morn111TS at 239 BROADWAY________ 142 144
USED outboard motor, wanted I
cash
FOREST BRAZIER Tel
TO-R
142*144

,
'

!
’

I
!

TAKINO orders Ior evergreen wreath*
special ones for the cemetery UHE8TER A. VOSE. Brooklyn Helthts.
Thomaston. Tel 150-11.
141-143
BUILDING 80x35 ft for sale reason
able C-rner Atlantic Highway (Route
ll -nd Columb'a Ave City. Built as
publlcgaragi Tel 679-M
141 143
SIX-room houae for aale. modern
Improvements and four acres land.
Adaptable to tourist trade or cabins.
MRS N L LAWSON. 93 Elm St Cam
den.______________________ 141*143
KELVINATOR electric refrigerator
for sale, ln good condition <25; also
a gas radiator. TEL 372-M
141-143
1929 FORD Sedan for sale, good con
dltlcn. NORMAN KALLOCH. 43 Lo’eJoy 8t . Tel 218 R
140*142

Saturday night at the Star Alleys ~6IRL8 Sonja Henle white shoe
the Rockland outfit defeated Wal- i skates for sale, size 5. Excellent con
doboro by an even 30 pins. This ' jltlon Inquire 40 grace st 140*142
.....
TWO fox hounds, females, for sale,
wasthe rubber game In this match walkers,i>2 years old. not broken; 2
last
weekat Waldoboro, the one Shophire Rsms. registered, v t
-X
—I..
JOHNSON. Chlckawaukle Pond Road,
nnd
only
Great
Arico, Kncx city
138*143
County's Selected Service man.'
shot guns and rtfiea for sale.
' rolled his last match, as a civilian reasonably priced. COMONINN cafe
Arthur S Smalley, Prop.. 239 Main St .
and wasQ high man for Rockland. City
131*142
Hard wood per toot, fltted, tl 50;
A1 1
1140; long. $1 30 M B. * C O.
This rubber game was a honey Sawed
PERRY, Tel, 487_________________ 132-tf
fo watch, the Waldo boys having
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
four of their s over the 500 mark. for aale. 814 50: Pocahontas lumpy
with Rockland getting three over soft t9 fltted dry hard wood, tl 50 ft.
62
100 per man and both went over J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston132-tf
2500. for team total.
D * H. hard coat, egg, stove, nui
Three of the Waldoboro men <14 50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8
ton. del Nut else New River soft,
beat thelr opponents, M Benner notper
screened t9 ton del ; screened. tIO
leadoff man. losing to B. Smith of ton
del
-------- - m
_ . b—* c. o. perry132;itf»
the Waldoboro bowlln/ Smith's. Ma“‘ 3t> Tt'1' 487Roy Hobbs losing to C. Fitch, and 1
Dudley, anchor man. losing to
Genthner. Ken Roes won over hls
man Colwell by only seven pins
apart?jfnt to let at 7 Broad st..
which left Rockland in the holenve rooms with bath; modem conhv
herp vou
fun**
venifnccs
gftrazF
504--J
oy 4-ti and
ana nere
>ou bowline
aowungians
j or inqulrc
at C9fumsre.
pie-»#ant
st TEI 142*144
want to take notice once more.
,-NFWLt "renovated three-room bunCaptain Rackliff really took off ; gaiow. Walnut St.; lights and fl -sh.
and his 577 against 501 of Win- j- BROAD 8T____________ 142 141
chenbaugh. more than made up cents^flush Tnd\?ghu a»i224 tei.'
142-144
these 46. with 30 to spare and this 785-R rvenhws.
FURNISHED heated apartment to
was the final total. The boys from
Waldoboro were really hittir.g them let at i i masonic BT.________ 142*148
heated room ond ba*h to
Saturday evening and B. Smith was let.LARGE
$4 per week: also kitchenette
apartment at $3 50 a week at the PO®-(
right in there with 523.
142-tf
Genthner the anchor man had HOUSE
« use
„
FURNIJITFD heated apartmect tcr
a 546, second to Rackliffs 577 Annt 47.North Main St "TEL 693 or
other game is ln the making and call at 25 Lindsey street.
142-14;
SMALL unfurnished apartment to.
B. Smith says, "Lookout”.
let. Su tablc for one or two persons
Before Arico left for the Army, Magune Hou e. Rorkport Inquire MRS
he declared he was going to bring ROBERT MAGUNE. 186 North Main St
141-143
a Selected Team of selected bowlers, selected by himseL, from the ; and bath Heated, hot water, electric
Selected Service Army back to ' *tnve iuifl earage. No children tel
Rockland and beat his old team 5 p. m.
141*143
mates, on their own Selected Al- ‘“furnished apartment of 3~room^
leys. My good: friend’s, heres luck
suitable f°r couple; garage if
to Mike and may he. as Rockland’s |
141-tr
first Selected Man. select' a team
TENEMENT of six rooms wth flush
to let at 137 Broadway Apply 89 PARK
of bowlers as good and of the same ST.
140-tf
sporting attitude. The score:
HEATED, furnished rooms to let.
Rockland—M. Benner, 503; R. MRS STOCKBRIDGE. 41 Limerock St.
140*142
Hobbs. 486; Roes, 484; Rackliff. 577;
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. TEL.
Dudley. 530; total 2580.
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS 136-tf
Waldoboro—B. Smith, 523; C.
FOUR-room heated apartment to let:
Fitch, 503; Colwell, 477; Winchen bath^ Furnished If desired. 7 Elliot
St.
TEL Thomaston 24
133-tf
baugh, 501; Genthner, 546; total,
UNFURNISHED apartment to let.
Bud Bailey appearing in person with The Down Easters on the Stage. 2550.
Four rooms and bath . Call at 12
Special Students’ Matinee at 2.00 P. M., with flve extra cartoons.

TO LET

S. A. R.

Knox St., or TEL 156-W.

132-tf
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IN SEVENTH, BUT CLIMBING

VINALHAVEN

At The High School

MRS. OSCAR O. LANK
Correspondent

Mrs. Thomas Loyde gathered yel
low roses from her garden Nov. 23.
Mrs Cleo Shields was hostess
Wednesday to the Nigh; Hawks*
Edward Smith has returned to
the C.C.C. camp having been in
town to attend the funeral of his
grandmother Mrs. Etta Smith.
Mrs. Leona Reed of Thcmaston
and daughter Mrs. Lucille Bla.’klng on of Portlard who were called
by the death cf Mrs. Reed- sister
Mrs. Etta Smith have returned to
their home.
Mr. and Mrs., 'Fred Hcpklrs re
turned Friday to Providence.
Mrs. Katherire Messinger and
son Dcuglass have returned to
Malden. Mass.
The Mask Ball at Memorial hall
Nov. 28 is sponsored by the Lien's
Club and promises to be the event
of the week.
A group of women who do arts
and craits of various kinds met
recently. Ralph W. Haskell, super
visor of thc Maine Craft Guild,
addressed them and articles were
shown which sell most successful
ly. Any person doing any form of
hand made articles of a high grade
may contact Mrs. Edna A. Johnson.
Mrs. Alice Raymond was hostess
Friday to the Non-Eaters.
A Thanksgiving service will be
held in Union Church at 10 o’clock
with special program by the pas
tor Rev. Kenneth Cook and special
selections by the vested choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fleming
who were guests the past week of
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Lloyd have
returned to New Bedford, Mass.

Above is shown the team w’hich represent Armcur in the National
Bowling League at the Community Building. At present they are in
seventh place but promise to climb as the season progres es. Left to
right, front row: Frank Thomas, Wesley Ryder, Ora Brown, Jr. Second
row: Roger Jameson, Harold Jackson.

Vinalhaven Lions

Follow The Trend

A “Press Gang” Invoked
To Break Unlucky “13”
—A Debate In Prospect

Observing their regular
bi
monthly meeting the Vinalhaven
Lions Club met in Union Church
I vestry Thursday night and had a
| very interesting and instructive
meeting. At the meeting two weeks
ago King Lion Glidden had warned
thai he was going to call cn the
Red Men's Supper
chairmen of some committees and
The copper skinned Red Men of put them through a course ol
Pequoit Tribe, trailed to the wig sprouts to find cut just what they
wam. Friday night and enjoyed a knew of their respective duties and
corn and venison supper. It was activities. It so happened that the
prepared by their squaws and the King Lion picked out Lion Ralph
council well attended. 35 members Earle and put liim on the spot to
present. The march to the table i epeat his Lions lesson, and al
was led by the first sachem of this though at times Lion Earle got off
tribe, W J. Billings, who has served the subject, nevertheless for a
in all the chairs and acted as D D scholar who has skipped school and
to the Great Council of Maine played hockey from the meetings
several times.
as much as he has, he did a very
Past Sachem. O. V. Drew asked creditable job.
the Oreat Spirit blessing. Tne
Plans were tentatively discussed
deer meat was furnished by chief for some method of co-operation
hunter Edward Ames of Pequoit with the health, dental, and conser
Tribe who had just returned from vation of vision work, which the
the hunting grounds. After sup Red Cross ls undertaking in the
per the adoption degree was worked public schools. Another interesting
on one candidate.
matter voted upon and adopted was
The Warriors degree will be con a plan fcr a debate among the Club
ferred Nov. 29. The Chief degree members on some of the local acc
will be worked Dee. 6 All Past livities of the Club, Lion Oeorge
Sachems will fill the chairs. Fine Bragdon being appointed to have
work is assured.
charge of this item of the next
meeting.
,
It is expected that this debate
UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Burns en- will be worth going many miles to
> tertained 24 guests Friday night in hear (and see). And speaking of
honor of their birthdays* Those Lion Bragdon he was rushed into
present were Mr. ar.d Mrs. Alfred the picture to drive off the old "13"
Staples and family of North Haven, superstition for when the assembled
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Moody, Lions were about to sit down to
Bertha Moody and Clarence Moody the table the number of noses were
Jr.. Hazel Burns and son Arthur. counted, totted up to 13. Lion
Mr. and Mrs. Lennie Burns and Bragdon living close by, and not
| family. Lawrence Beverage of having given any sign of being
North Haven. Mr. and Mrs. Harold present was immediately inter
Moore and children and Mrs viewed by a couple of strong armed
Ares?a Moore. Mr. and Mrs. Burns gentlemen who prevailed upon him
to attend the meeting, and make it
received many gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leach were up to 14 members. Lion Bragdon
hosts at a party of relatives and also made up part of the entertain
friends Thursday night in honor of ment program when he was inter
Ralph Carroll's birthday.
The viewed in an impromptu manner by
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lion O. V. Drew and put through
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Ervine Leach a question and answer program on
and Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Harding. registration as practiced by the
The Happy Foursum met Satur Pest Office department.
One new member was inducted
day night with Mrs. Nellie Moore
1 for the first meeting of the season into the Club in a brief but im
• They will meet next week with Cora pressive ceremony by King Lion
E. L. Glidden. “The Musketeers"
.Blake.
on being asked to lead a song re
plied that half of their number
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
were out of town, so they com
Thanksgiving Day service in the promised on rolling out a half bar
f Finnish Church will be held Thurs ren reduced by 50 percent in vol
day evening. Service Sunday will ume, when they rendered "Roll out
I be also in the evening beginning at the Barrel.”
[7 o’clock. Sunday School 2-3 p. m
Plans are in the making for the
annual Christmas party, and in
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette terest will be centered on this right
after Tnanksgiving.

IS WIDELY READ

one!
Every issue of The CourierGazette finds its way into more
than 5000 homes, and ls estimat
ed to have more than 20.000
readers. The results speak for
themselves.

ipu cart

ifc cuvunwtl

Rockland League of
Women Voters
Mrs. E. J. Hellier was hostess
yesterday afternoon to the League
of Women Voters, at her home on
Talbot avenue. Tea was served
under the direction of Mrs. Rus
sell Bartlett. Mrs. Henry Clukey,
Mrs. William Tait and Mrs. Mor
ris Flint. Mrs. Maurice F. Love
joy and Mrs. J. A. Jameson poured.
Guest speaker was Joel Earnest,
commissioner of Department of
Health and Welfare, hls enlighten
ing talk covering his work in the
field of social welfare.
• • • •
An interesting article "Better
Not Learn the Words" written by
Mrs. Cornelia Stratton Parker, in
which she pleads for racial and
religious tolerance and prescribes
education for the heart as well as
the head, is reprinted from ' Mem
ber’s Magazine."
“There is a verse ln an old
hymnal which rose toward heaven
of a long ago Sabbath morning—
and God must have stuffed cotton
ln the ear He was wont to lend
New England:
'We are the few of Ood's elect.
•

be damned'

There's room enough in hell for them.
We don't want Heaven crammed ’

"Those dear dead ancestors of
ours, half child, half pagan. Im
agine singing such a hymn in the
year 1943! Actually it is the most
widely sung verse in the 1349
world. It Is Hitler's and Mussolini's
theme song. It is the song of
many an industrial or labor mor.ooplist. Worst of all. because there
are such millions to raise their
voices, it ls the song for every
person of racial or religious intol
erance.
“Education, as all too many.
educators and educated think 'of
It, goes into the head. The most
highly educated citizen in the
sense of knowing all the answers,
might still be of doubtful value , in
a democracy. A democrat simply
has to have a heart. Not a totali
tarian heart, beating in rapture
for the few of God's elect. But a
democratic heart which bases
neither political nor social con
duct on racial or religious distinc
tions.
A democrat worthy the
name knows there can be no poli
tical heaven unless lt includes
Jews and gentiles, pretestants and
Catholics, white and black, foreignborn and old American stock.
"Education for Citizenship” —
more power to the League of Wo
men Voters day by day. month by
month. Faced with the “crush of
worlds," it becomes clear that the
pressing need for an educated
citizenship demands that the
League have at least 10.000.090
members by 1941.
• • • •
Mrs. Dwight W. MoTrow of
Englewood. N. J. says: "I have ad
mired the work of the League over
a period of years, because of the
sensible educational program it has
offered to women. Our prepara
tion for the responsibility of the
vote was slight and the League
has helped us to define and weigh
Issues. In my opinion, it has been
, consistently non-partisan, and has

(Continued from Page Two)
tary and treasurer, Bertha Coombs.
The following committee was
chosen by the president to deter
mine on a name for the club: Bev
erly Havener. Barrett Jordan, and
Eleanor Tracy.—Bertha Coombs.
• • • •
American flags have been hung
in all classrooms in the building.
• • * •
Here is what you have been wait
ing for! An introduction to the
east of the Senior Class Play "FootLoose"!
Roger Conant, who played an
important part in the play “Pro
fessor, How Could You?” is acting
the role of Richard Early, one of
many vice presidents in a subur
ban bank.
Marguerite Mahoney, who so
skillfully played the part of Toosie
Bean In last year's junior play,
will again bring you the part of
Emiy. Mr. Early's wife.
Ruth Seabury, who has taken
active part in many plays will pre
sent to you the part of Hope, Mr.
and Mrs. Early's daughter, a so
cial worker.
Robert Chisholm changes from
an English butler of last year’s
play to Dick Early, a senior in a
medical college.
Doris Gatti, who has taken ac
tive part in the school dramatics,
becomes Mary Early, a senior in
high school.
Elmer Havener gets into mischief
in the role of Bob. a junior in high
school.
Priscilla Brazier, as you will re
member was Grandma in the
Kippy Karnival play, is a general
maid and adviser to the Early fam
ily.
Remember the Professor? This
year Christy Adams is Randy Cun
ningham, Mary Early's childhood
sweetheart. • He was excellent as
the professor; he will be even betJ
ter in this year's play.
Conspicuous in the play is James
Economy as Jack Milford, a sophomorei at Bradhurst College.
Malcolm Ingraham, the tough
guy of last year, is now a young
attorney, Sanford Welles.
The little southern flirt in the
Kippy Karnival play of last year,
Mary Anastasia, acts the part of
Jenny Malloy. Dick's sweetheart.
There are three newcomers: Elea
nor Porter. Naomi Rackliff. Jack
Wood, who w’e are sure will enter
tain you.
• • • •
Although there have been many
changes in education, the impor
tance of perfect attendance is
stressed as much now as in- the
days of the three Rs. Here is a
list of pupils in senior high who
have not been absent, tardy, or
dismissed this first quarter of the
year:
In Miss Wood's rcom: Joan
Baum. Kenneth Conway, Norma
Curtis. Mary Farrand. Nathalie
Jackson. William Jordan. Ruth
McMahon,
Robert Nash. Lois

Nichols, William Orne, Albert
Smith, Lewis Stockford.
Miss deRochemont’s room: Ray
mond Chisholm, Martha Leeman,
Harlin Rollins, Jason Thurston,
^Gloria Witham.
Mr. Bowden’s room: Lee Barnard,
David Bicknell, Robert Coffey,
Alice Cross, Walter Dodge, Bene
dict Dowling, Violet Gerrish. Bev
erly Havener, Barrett Jordan, Ray
mond Kennedy, Leona Lothrop,
Stanley McCurdy, Fred Morrison,
Douglass Perry, Mary Ramsdell,
Eleanor Young.
In Miss Stahl’s: Billy Aylward,
Pauline Beal, Bertha Coombs, Vir
ginia Foster, Lois Lindsey. Nathan
McConchie, Margery Mills, Anson
Olds, Betty Payson, Harold Rich
ards, Ruth Robinson, Lucille
Sweeney, Leona Wellman, Mary
Wotton.
In Miss Bennett's: Dorothy
Baum, Emma Callahan. Earl Lymburner, Sulo Salo, Dorothy Trask.
In Mrs. Robinson's: Harriette
Clark, Frances D'Agostino, Ruth
Graves, Margaret Havener, Nancy
Howard, Dorothy Kennedy, Bar
bara Lassell, Cynthia MacAlman,
Julia Mealey, Jane Packard, Edith
Rich. Barbara Ross, Pauline Spear,
George Staples, Jennie Thompson.
In Mrs. Matheson’s: Virginia
Barlow. Perley Bartlett, Kathleen
Coffron, Robert Cross, Myron Cummlngs,
William East. Phillip
French. Bernice Linscott, Veronia
Murphy, Knott Rankin, Robert
Smalley, Bertram Snow, Ruth

Wotton.

In Mrs. Ludwick's: Ronald Berry,
Horatio Cowan, Hartwell Dowling,
Albert Hallowell. Elizabeth Haskell,
Robert Jones, Byron Keene, Emma
Maloney. Lincoln McRae. Jean
nette Robishaw. Bernice Stanley.
In Mr. Whiting's room: Keith
Allen, Aina Anderson. Beatrice
Benner, Sheldon Billings. Clarence
dcRochemont. Marie Dodge, Leona
Grindle. Joseph Lamb. Vera Payson. Milton Robarts. Richard Suke
forth. James Thomas.
In Mr. Smith's room: Kathleen
Blackman, Grace Bowley, Charles
Carr, Jr., Edith Clark. Linwood
Harmon. Vivian Hussey, Gloria
Mills. Alice Pinkerton, Richard
Simmons. Linwood Young.
In Mr. Lord's room: Christy
Adams Kenneth Ames. Mary An
astasia, Grace Blethen. Priscilla
Brazier, Richard S. Brown. Clar
ence Butler. Charles Call, Pauline
Carroll. Donald Cates. Donald
Chaples, June Chatto, Frederick
Collins. Lucille Connon, John Croc
kett. Lena Cuccinello. James Econ
omy. Shirley Firth, Doris Gatti,
Mary Gerrish. Louise Harden. Bev
erly Harmon. Elmer Havener,
Madeline Hurd. Vivian Johnson,
Carl Kalloch. Mary Lamb, Irving
McConchie. Lucille Melvin, Helen
Mitchell. James Moulaison. Stan
ley Murray. Constance Newbegln,
Geraldine Norton. Lillian Sae age,
Joseph Silvtstri, Richard Spear,
Lucy Thompson, Leland Willey,
Russell Williamson, Evelyn Wil
lis. Marie Winchenbaugh. Ruth
Witham, Almon Young.
In Mr. Matheson's room: Bar
shown commendable care in gath bara Castner. Alice Hall. Onni Kan
ering all the available facts before gas. Beatrice Maloney. Austin
espousing ar.y cause."
Ulmer.

Fine Quality that gives Satisfaction

SALADA
TEA

/ THANKSGIVING

fanet

JUICY TENDER 'faj/t PLUMP NORTHERN
II to 16 lbs

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

LARD
OLEO

FANCY PLUMP

RAISINS
(SEEDED 2,^ 15c)

PERSONAL STATIONERY
For Men and Women

With Paper and Envelopes to match

Your name and address or monogram printed
on each

In Several Designs and Colors of Ink and Paper
Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets

15c
17c

MARGARINE
LBS.

O

3^19c DAINTY JELL
FLOUR
MINCE
OCE AN SPRAY
MEAT
BELL'S

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

3' -10c
73c

FINAST
BREAD
24', LB. BAC

CRAMBIRRY Oi7o
SAUCE
ZtIN

FINAST
BRAND

n DL
9ozPkg

MOXIE

9<

ONE PIE SQUASH

PITTED
DATES
FINAST
Plump
Meaty

OR SUGARED

DAT“ 2 S& 25c

FANCY PLUMP
CALIFORNIA

CURRANTS
DOLE'S p7u^PLE

9C

LSE 25C
2 BOTS
2 'tins' 15c
2 doz 23c

PRICE FOR CONI

DO-NUTS PLAIN
DROMEDARY

23c

PKG

POULTRY SEASONING

10c

1 I OI PKG

«6o‘TIN 22C
2 pkgs 29c

2^ 19c

EDUCATOR CRAX
CAMPBELL'S tomato soup 3 t.ns 23c

£°10c

COMMON CRACKERS

MILLBROOK KOLA

MILD
CHEESE
e23c

«pkg 19c

Con.

6

BOTS

23c

FINAST SQUASH

10c

GRAPEFRUIT FANCYSECTIONS 2 TINS 2lc
MARMALADE PURE MIRABEL LB JAR 17c
APRICOTS WHOLE UNPEELEO 30 or TIN 17c

MILD
WHOLE
MILK

TOMATO JUICE
HERE ARE REALLY FRESH

HAVE

COFFEES
Richmond
2 sags 2 5c
John Alden 2ba£29c
KybO SUPERB BLEND 2 BASS 3 3C
Copley PACKED* LB TIN 21C

25c

3

PLENTY OF FRESH

BREAD

GROUND JUST THE WAY YOU WANT IT

fi

FOR TURKEY STUFFING ,nd EXTRA GUESTS

Olde Style or Long Loaf

LOAVES

4 FRUIT CAKES ►
◄ FOR PIE MAKING ►
2% LB
Dark Fruit
1 “ ’25c Cake Flour
^B15c
De Luxe Wrapped 1 LB 14 OI A9c Marvo Shortening
1IN 1<|C
De Luxe FRUITS 6- NUTS Vo,5 99c Flako Pie Crust 0 o, PKG 14c

FRUITCOCKTAIL
CUBE SHAPED FRUIT CUTS - 5 KINDS

THE LATEST VOGUE IN

Pl'RE

fa
fa
fi
fi
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf

Finast

3T*ia*«i<

Richmond

ALREADY TOR THE PIE

2™" 23c

Whipple's

l6oiTIN 10c

Borden's

QTJAR 27c
NONE
SUCH

FINK GRANULATED
LB.
BAG

SUGAR 25 2 $1.25 10
MILK
4
SWEET CIDER
EVANGELINE

TINS

GAL. JUG

SMOKED—SHORT SHANK LEAN
5 TO 8 LB.
AVE.

9 or
PKG

LB.
BAG

TALL

EVAPORATED

SHOULDERS

How to cut the cost of

MINCE MEAT

IB.

llt

51c
27c
29c
15c

Heating Your Home
Send for FREE recipe booh

FRUITS W VEGETABLES
6 "*• 19c
GRAPEFRUIT

Address. Rum

AMERICA'S HOMI HEATINO EXFEET

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North llaven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
119-tf

FLORIDA—LARGE SIZE

Automatic Operation of 'Dampers
By Means of a Thermostat
simple matter to auto
matically control your heating
plant by installing a thermostat.
A thermostat will automatically
operate the dampers in such a
way to supply even, steady heat
upstairs between firing periods.
It eliminates constant trips to
the cellar for the manual regu
lation of dampers.
A good thermostat may be
urchased today at small cost,
n fact, in a short period of time
it will pay for itself by saving
fuel that was previously wasted
by over-heating of the house.
Authorities claim that for
every degree above 70 that we
heat, our home, 1%% more fuel
is consumed. If we heat our
home up to 78 degrees, 12% more

I ' is

P

a

coal is used. If the automatic
operation of the thermostat is
governed by changes in room
temperature it will stop this
overheating and thereby save on
coal consumption.
Medical men tell us that
during the winter 50% of ill
ness is caused by colds. They
further state that overheating is
one of the greatest causes of
colds.
It will pay you to get
more information on
thermostatic damper
controls. Your home
will be evenly heated at
all times without con
stant trips to the cellar
and you will save on
vour coal bill.

(6)

FANCY COOKING

APPLES

5 Ibs 17c

FLORIDAS—MEDIUM SIZE

Makes an excellent and useful Christmas or

Birthday Gift
Wrapped in attractive gift boxes at prices from

$1.00. $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 per box
Postage 15c Extra

See this full line of samples at

CARROTS 2 bch 13c
NATIVE

ORANGES 2 doz 29c CELERY
CRISP
EMPEROR

GRAPES
2 Ibs 13c SPINACH
NATIVE
CRANBERRIES lb 19c SQUASH
ICEBERG
LETTUCE 2 for 17c TURNIP

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
PRICES ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT. CAMDEN ONLY

S*5iS,5,3,S,I.i,S,i=S,S,5,5.S,5,J,S,S,5,S,5,S«2

2 bch 23c

3 lbs 17c
4 Ibs 10c
4 Ibs 10c

Every-Other-Day
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chief diversion.
High score in gratitude and the Glory of Praise."
bridge was won by Mrs. Marion | Invocation and Lord's Prayer,
Richards and low by Mrs. Nellie 1 Proclamation of thc Governor, and
ftftftft
"Pard" Kenyon will be the speak
ZX ZX
zx
Staples. Others present were: Mrs. j Scripture reading were presented by
er at the Lions meeting tomorrow.
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Nina Carroll. Mre. Dorothy Crockett, Rev. C. V. Overman, past of the
Always a popular feature.
Correspondent
Correspondent
Mrs. Edith Buzzell, Mrs. Leona Church; prayer was offered by Rev.
zs zx zx zs
££
Salisbury, Mrs. Hattie Spear, Mis. H, I. Holt and Rev. Robert Carle
zx zx zx s\
The Eastern Division Rifle Club
Ruth Erickson, Mrs Alice Priest led in the responsive reading. Spe
Tel. 2229
Tel. 190
holds Its annual meeting Friday
and Mrs. Lina Jcyce. Lunch was cial music was furnished by the
night in the Odd Fellows' building.
served following play.'
Junior Choir, with Harold Page
The
Junior
Ladies'
Aid
met
Mon

A Christian Endeavor social will
Schools will close Wednesday for as soloist. At the close of the ser
day
night
at
the
heme
of
Mrs.
be held Friday night at the Bap
The Ca-iyle U. Browns are closing
the remainder of the week.
mon the Sacrament of the Lord's
Louise Farnham.
tist vestry. Miss Esther Achorn. their Summer residence in South
Hcpe, seven year old daughter of Supper was observed. Mrs. Clara
Mrs. Elsie Hawkins and Mrs. Ma Mr and Mrs. Ocogre Cunningham,
Warren Macgowan, Miss Olive Thomaston and will reside at 16
Lane served as organist for the eve
rion Ingraham entertained a group celebrated her birthday anniversary ning.
Rowell. Miss Marie Clark. Miss Grace street.
of friends Friday night at the home Saturday afternocn by entetainlng
Leah Tillson and Howard Miller
Friends in town of Henry New
of the fermer. with cards as the 12 of young friends from 2 to 5
are in charge of games. Miss Lu
Tlie stockholders of Knox In
bert of Camden were glad to hear
cille Gillis. Miss Marion Hall ar.d dustries. Inc., will meet at 10 a. m.
o'clock, at her home on Union that he shot a 200 pound deer Fri
Miss Phyllis Hall of decorations Friday at the Chamber of Com
Mass., and a son. Fred Bosworth of street. Games were played, and day. This is Mr. Newbert's first
and Miss Marie Jordan. Miss Flor merce rooms.
Needham, Mass., also nieces and refreshments including a beautiful successful hunting expedition and
ine Burnham and Miss Jeanette
nephews. Interment was in Moun ly decorated birthday cake, were he is receiving congratulations.
Linscott of refreshments.
tain Cemetery.
Charles H Berry. Frank Me- •
served. Hope received many nice
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pierson of Wa
At the meeting of Contract Club Kinney, Veto Leo and Lanscom
A daughter, Sandra Joan was gifts. These present were Evange terbury, Conn., were in town Satur
held at Miss Lucy Rokes' Friday Miller returned yesterday from a ;
born Friday morning to Dr. and line Carle, Arlene Daucett, Caro day cn a brief business trip.
afternoon, highest score holders hunting trip at Centerville, bring
Mrs Sherwocd Armstrong, at their lyn Richards. Dottie Richards, Ar
If trie advance sale of tickets is a
were Mrs. Maynard Spear. Mrs. ing with them two 203 pound buck
home on Free street.
lene Butler. Mary Churchill. Agnes true indication, there will be a caLee W. Walker and Mrs. Oeorge deer.
Allison Ames ls spending a few Sullivan, Elinor Auspland. Alex ipacity audience on both nights of
Newbert of Warren. Miss Rokes
Knight, Helen Lowell. Nancy Cun the Senior Class play, tonight and
days in town.
will again be hostess next Friday.
Members of Rockland Lodge
Owen McKay has returned to ningham and the hostess. Arlene Wednesday. At the close of school
Thursday Club meets at the B P.O.E. are asked to meet at the ,
New York where she is a student at Edgecomb, who was also invited last Friday reports showed that the
was unable to attend.
students had exceeded their goal of
home of Mrs. Charles Smith Dec. Heme Wednesday at 1.30 p. m. to '
Traphagen School of Designing.
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham goes 500 tickets, 517 havtng been sold.
4. instead of
W B. D. attend the funeral of tlie organlzaRobert Berry returned Sunday to
Rockport High School Senior ea«t which will present the four act play "Unde Tom's Cabin." Tuesday and
Gray's as previously announced.
tion’s oldest member. Lafayette W. Wednesday nights. Front row. left to right: Norma Hoyle. Cynthia Eaton. Lucille Dean, Carolyn Andrews. Annapolis where (lie
Join the to Waltham, Mass., Wednesday to The play to be presented this year
I spend a week at the home of her is a revival of the old-time favorite
Billy Spear. Dorethy Keller, Mary Daucett. Fdi'h Cavanaugh: second row, Hazel Nutt, Carroll Richards, yacht Sea Fcx.
Robert Creighton and Edward Benner.
------Frederick Lane. Maynard Ingraham. Bernard Andrews, Richard Thomas the director, Warren Barrows, and
Harold Boynton will spend the j parents , Mr. and Mrs. Charles “Uncle Tern's Cabin." The cast
Breen of the Worcester iMass.)
Camera Club will meet tonight at William Knight.
'
—Photo by Cullen. ‘ Thanksgiving holiday with his par- Everett.
has been carefully selected and
Telegram were guests Thanksgiv
A union Thanksgiving service was skillfully coached by Richard
--------------------------------------------------- ents.
ing Day of Mr Creighton's parents the home of Wilbur F Senter. 236 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------—
sumed Dec. 6 at which meeting tea day aftemcon at the Good Funeral
Dorothy Stoddard plans to spend j held Sunday night at thc Baptist Thomas cf the faculty and those
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Creighton, Broadway, at 7 30. Three new reels
will be served.
; Home for Mrs. Elizabeth Cotton. 86. Thanksgiving with her parents, Mr. .Church, with a good sized delega- who attend wlll be assured of a de
returning Saturday to Worcester. of "Knox County on Parade' will
Dr. and Mrs James G Hutchins *'tdow of William H Cotton, who and Mrs. Joseph E. Stoddard at 1 tion present from each of the lightful evening's entertainment.
Mrs. Oeorge Hanly went Sunday be shown, and plans for the club
exhibit
will
be
discussed
further.
| churches in town. The ThanksgivTlie meeting of the Baptist La
to Dover. N. H„ accompanying her
spent a few days in Boston, return died Nov. 22 at the home of Cyrus Lincolnville Beach.
Wade Sand street. . She was born ] There will be no Ladies' Circle at , ;ng sermon was preached by Rev. F dies' Circle will be omitted Wednes
nephew. Thomas McGrail. who had
ing
home
Friday.
NAOMA MAYHEW
Optometrists of the Rockland
in Hope, daughter of Jane Pack- the Elm Street Parish this week Ernest Smith of the Methodist day.
been visiting her several days and
Scott Oregory Rollins, hon of Mr
Zone of the Maine Association of
Correspondent
Mrs. Beulah Richardson spent the
ard and John Jameson and is sur- . because of Thanksgiving, but will ' Church, who used as the subject of
with whom she will spend two
and Mrs. Howard Rollins was host
A A A A
Optometrists will meet in the offi
his helpful talk "The Perils of In i weekend with friends in Augusta.
XX ZX ZX ZX
vlved
by a daughter. Mrs. Ada Up- | be resumed the following week.
weeks before going to Norfolk. Va..
Monday
afternoon,
to
a
party
of
ces of Dr. Bradford Burgess.
Lam of West Rockport and a son. ——
to spend the Winter with her son
Tel. 713
young friends in honor of hls first
Thursday at 133 p. m. for their
William Cotton ol Camden. Rev.
Donald Hanly and Mrs. Hanly.
j
birthday.
Decorations
were
In
regular meeting. Dr. Burgess will
W F Brown of the Baptist Church
Mrs. Maynard Williams of Wal be in charge.
Tire fourth and last of the Collins keeping with the Thanksgiving seaofficiated and interment was ln
doboro was weekend guest of Mr.
_____
(Series to be held in the Opera .-on and favors of rubber balls and ,,,
_ .
and Mrs Percy Williams.
Happy reminders that the Christ- House. Tuesday night, comes in the 1 party cans were enjoyed by the ' Hnnrv^Nfwhe
Henry
Newbert shot a large doe
Mrs Frank Hanly returned Sun mas season is near are the gay form
a P*a>' titled "The Big voungsters.
Novelty
individual
day to Billings, Mont., having been hcliday lights which were put up hond-" »’:“en b> Augustus Thomas birthday cakes were served. Those Friday in the vicinity cf d‘Ragged
aTBElguest of Mrs. Clara Williams and Sunday night by the Central Maine
G™-** M^dleton This is an invited were: Mrs. Karl Thompson mpr
,ftvpp pn(
A 18n
ncund
buck
mer
Joyce
got
a
160
peund
buck.
Miss Harriet Williams the past Power Co. crew. The color schirne uproarious comedy of love and In- and daughter. Shirley Mae; Mrs
Funeral
services
were
held
Sun
several weeks.
is green and red bulbs in the I trfcue and concerns an American Albert Hoffses and daughter,
day afternoon for Mrs. Clara B
center, with a border of yellow family cn a trip to Europe It is 1 Haine; Mrs. Lionel Cooper and son.
Come early ar.d bring your lights, making Main street a beau- highly entertaining, and is for Cary: Mrs. John Campbell and son Bocworth, 85 who died Nov. 22 at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Belle
Christmas list to "The Sign of the tiful thoroughfare until New Year's benefit of the Milk Fund.
Richard; Mrs. Harold Ames and Miller. Cress street. Rev. Weston
Ship," 3 Elliot street, Thomaston,
____
There will be no session of the daughter Mary; Mrs. Neil Magee
P Holman officiated and the Meth
where ycu will flnd gifts to suit
A treat ls In store for those at- St. Thomas Oul.d Wednesday, due and daughter Cornelia; Mrs. Robert
all tastes—adv.
141-142 tending the annual meeting and to Thanksgiving, but will be re- Sisscn and daughter. Card of New- odist Ladles Aid attended the fu
neral ln a body. She was the widow
banquet of the Rockiand Cham- 1
- —castle; Mrs. Andrew Turcotte and
Sper.cer Individual Designing ber of Commerce George H Hill Til If OC TUf TOWN lau^hter- Judith of Yarmouth. Mrs cf Charles Bosworth, and is sur
vived by a sister. Mrs. Belle Miller,
Foundation Garments and Bras manager of the New England Dis- I rVLlk uf lilt I
W 1 v Rollins and the host.
a brother. Lendell Anderson, a niece
sieres. Mrs. Ethel G. Cushing. I trict of the New York Times will ,
.
-------T Mr and Mrs W H Holman of Barbara'McCormick of Dorchester.
Registered Spencer Corsetiere, 1 lecture and shew colored pictures j
John Raymond Mculaison's “in Bangor were recent guest of Rev
Elliot St.. Thomaston.—adv.
All wishing to attend are urged to the Army now' rapidly becoming and Mrs. Weston P. Holman,
I’m fussy about the quality
141*143 make reservations early. The date , acclimated to conditions at Camp
Dcugias Heald, Milford Payson.
of my stuffing.... I like to
Is Dec. 2.
Devens where many of New Eng- . Elisha Richards and Robert Brown
I land's selected service men have ' attended the Chicago Symphony in
feel that I am surrounded
The Revival meetings of the Pen- already assembled. The necessary Boston, over the weekend. Doug
by the best of fixin’s.
A gala Thanksgiving celebration ecosta. Mission will continue each dental work was cone Sunday and Heald attended the game
will be offered to the patrons of
^<*Pt W^?fsdlay the persistent ycung man who a bus load of about 25 went Frithe Comique Theatre when “Kr.’Ue
8 , Teeti’?L»Cn Th®nks’ didn't wait fcr the draft to ever- day to North Anson where the effiI’d shop in the store where
Rockne-All American" starring Pa’ givingDay at 2 and 730 pm Evan-, take him Was cn hls way. happy cers of the Odd Fellows of the CamI could be sure of a choice
O'Brier.—Oale Page and Rcnald
Cf ?St C°nnth as ar.y person can be. just cut of den Lodge conferred the Oclde:.
Regan and a stage shew present
^aSkbTl|t^eaSI^aker .the„pait khe dentist's chair.
Rule Degree on ten candidates of
selection of quality
ing Danry Patt. the well kr.cwn two weeks finished hia series Sun------,hp
Mountaln Encampmen'
NOVEMBER 25 to 30
products.
piano and accordion plgyer. and
« I »
? The S*nPlay ’
A SUPP^ a"d roll call is scheduled
,.culd ro[ be comp;€t€ cr Tuesday night at the Odd Fel
Babe Sutherland. Swing exponent dayr Evangelist B A. MacQuarrie
Your NATION-WIDE
extraordinary, will be shown Wo of Bangor will be the speaker this w1thcut Jt, attractlve ushers at. lows hall. •
man will love the "Knute Rockr.etired in their gay-cclored gowr.s.
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge H. Thomas
GROCER will help make
All American" picture for the hu
therefore, the following girls have spent Monday in Portland.
Albert
Enstedt
of
St
George,
in
you proud of me.
mane qualities and fine character
been chcsen as ushers: Head usher.
Maiden Clllff Rebekah Lodge
of the man. The men will bt I Municipal Court yesterday, was Lucy Thompson; Barbara Seaman. meets Wednesday.
FANCY
thrilled by the action and Are of found guilty of driving while un Ebba Kalloch. Martha Seavey.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Goodwin held
the fcctball scenes. Music lovers der tbe influence of intoxicating Jeanette Saur.d
Marie Win- open house from 4 to 7 o'clock for
liquor,
ar.d
was
fined
S1C3
ar.d
ccsts
POUND
will admire the excellent voices of
cher.baugh. Lu::
Melvin. Alice 1 their friends. Sunday at thelr heme
the Notre Dame College glee club. I of $12.20 by Judge Dwinal. Enstedt Barton. Marlon Rawley. Madeline at 12 Mill street Callers were: Col.
This picture ,s an authentic pre j appealed. Vinal Dodge, charged Hurd. Lena Cuccinello. Helen and Mrs. E A. Robbins. Mr. atld
j with driving without a license,
sentation from the campus of the
Mitchell and Marion Harrington.
Mrs. Z. M. Dwinal, Mrs Abbie O. j
college. The theatre will run a pleaded guilty, and was fined $10
Wilson.
Mess Olive Coates . Mrs.;
EMERALD
Charles Boardman
continuous performance from 3 p. ' and costs.
In.es Govern- Edith McCobb. Ted Jenson. Miss I
The Netherla
I
pleaded
guilty
to
a
charge
of
m. and the stage' show will be on
LA TOURAINE
Regina Morrison. Mr and Mrs Har- !
matinee nno evening with r.o ad , speeding on North Main street, and men- bas Mated and w.ll regulate lelgh McMinn, Mrs. Lettie Law. Mr. ‘
Moy at wall
|
was
fined
$5
and
costs
of
$4
32
a
‘
‘
dangerous
medicines.
COFFEE hove tha Beil
vance In price.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Bucklin,
Mr.
and
I
(LARGE
BUDDED)
Patrolman Charles Worcester made
1 Mexico Is establishing fumiga- Mrs. Ralph Collemer, Mr. and |
Wcod-gas generators are being the arrest Nov. 23.
------' tion plants for vegetables and an- Mrs. Alton French, Mr. and Mrs. ■
NATION-WIDE
installed in fishing beats in Finland
Lionel Cooper. Mr. and Mrs. R W aww! MAc »n Amomaic Phonogripk R«Ko
POUND
'The show must go on" applies to imal products subject to pests.
t
t
tv
»
Combination of vour present radio! Thi$ raw>4 LB PKG
H LB PKG
Jamieson.
Mrs.
E.
J.
Elwell.
M
J
rmlm
Aulom
„
K
a
„
wd
| other businesses besides the stage, j
------------------TEA FORMOSA
0RAN8E PEKOE
Kennan.
Mrs.
Olive
Weaver,
Harold
ctimijn
r
i>,,
through
vour
radio
u/ibont
“SPECIALj In the wee small hours this morn- j
Corthell, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert "J
tng. word came that the Central;
HELP FOR
Laite. Mr and Mrs Bud Nalls, Dr
CHANGIS IIGHT 10"
Maine Power Co. store at Buckspor, 1
CALIFORNIA-PRESSED
BELL’S
and Mn. Kenneth Green. Ramcnd*
OR SEVEN 17 ' RECORDS
, was involved in a fire. Before thp
8 OZ
Rose,
Mr.
Davis,
Miss
Winnifred
!
!*'"
?!•.'*!'.
! cinders had really started to fall |
FIGS
PKGS
—
.. ..
lor a full half hour . without thc bother
Burkett, Miss E.eanor Hanson and ; of hanging r«ord$:
Supt. H. P Blodgett and the lnDue to Chest Colds
M; s Hazel Baker
| HO WIRES - NO ATTACHMENTS
Rub chest and throat with Mild Mug- [ dispensable Lutie Jones were on the J
DROMEDARY CANDIED FRUIT
Mr?'. GtOlge Hurd Of A.'-Il Point, Merely plug the Motorola Wireless Automatic
terole (made especially for children) | road. Shortly now the C. M. P. Co. ;
is visiting her sister and brotherchmger into your light socket and it
to quickly relieve distress of bron trucks from this city will be cn the .
C Lemon Orange
chial and spasmodic croupy coughs. way to Bucksport loaded with new !
f*6S
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles At- I tl
’
PKGS
■ CbLw Citron Mixed Fruit
ronin in thr burnt. Take it to your
CHILDREN’S
kins.
friend s house
merchandise and this afternoon a
Rev. and Mrs. Weston P Holman there's a party!
new Bucksport store will be in full
NATION-WIDE—PURE
will
spend Thanksgiving Day witlh
operation with a fine new Christ
2 OZ
A. M. Curtis in Leeds.
mas stock. It is understood $hat
THREE
CROW
VANILLA or LEMON
BOT
Because of Thanksgiving, the
the company's chief damage was
Method-1 Ladies' Aid wlll not meet HoUSe-SheriDan, IllC.
I
from water and smoke.
inpeI this week. The following WednesGOLDEN GLOBE
■ day Mrs. Allen F. Payson will be 442 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
(GROUND)
*
’ hostess at her home on Chestnut
CELLO
POP CORN UMBO
TEL. hl
ELLOW
■ACS
lstreet.
! OZ
Funeral services were held MonPKGS
GET IN LINE NOSY FOR A BIG PAY JOB
NATION-WIDE
,
Be a Qualified SVelder
7'; oz
PITTED DATES
All Practical Training By Expert Instructors
PKj
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates
CLICQUOT CLUB
o/f
DON’T delay: buy nowi
BATH WELDING CO.
ST. CLAIR and ALLEN FAMOUS
WHILE TIIE SELECTION IS
BATII. ME
TELEPHONE 99!
3 SI MMER ST

THOMASTON

I TALK 0F THE T0WN

A Group of Rockport Thespians

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

SENSATIONAL! NEW!

Comique Theatre

Mctfocfa

WIRELESS!
AUTOMATIC'

MIXED NUTS

21c

WALNUTS
23c

29c

CHILDREN'S
CROUPY COUGHS

I9<

POULTRY SEASONING
2

I8C

19c

MUSTeroLF

SAGE

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
AND FOLDERS

Christmas Qift
that Women Treasure

complete:

14P1M

We have the largest-ever as
sortment of Personal Christmas
Cards at this office, priced at
only—

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00
All one design—or assorted
and the better class of cards at
prices exceptionally low!

These Prices Include Name
Printed on Each Card

Smarter than ever . . . and yet
... for all their warm cheer . . .
quality papers and matching en
velopes . . . they come to yon
smartly boxed at 59 for $1.00 an I
up. Postage 10 cents extra.
Don't wait! Come now while
the selection is large. Samples
on display only at—

GINGERALE

FULLER

QUART
BOIS

BRISTLECOMB

(Contents)

RIBBON CANDY

il.box3I<

SINCLAIR and ALLEN FAMOUS

PEANUT BRITTLE ,lsbox20<
The brush that brings lustrous

(Full ol Peanuts)

ONE PIE

beauty to the hair. There is
no more welcome gift.

WE

GIVE
THANKS
The producers of D&II Anthracite

Delivered in Gift Boxes

ready for presentation

^^NO.1

PUMPKIN

1 CAN

SQUASH

OF

MINCE MEAT'

join 11s in extending to you, our cus
tomers and friends, appreciation for
your confidence and goodwill. Wc shall

Prompt service and delivery
through your Fuller Brush Dealer.

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND. ME. TEL.431-W

THE FAVQJ8ITE PENNSYLVANIA HARP CO

EACH

o

cunstune

KRISPY CRACKERS

(FOR BEST RESULTS)

continued patronage.

Rockland. Me.

■r~'

, SERVE WITH SOUPS. CHOWDERS.

--------------

CHHSE . SPREADS. ETC.

1 POUND
PMKMt

SPRY

make every endeavor to merit your

Call 487

,

Ai PUtPOSl cracker!

SPECIAL AT

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

The
Courier-Gazette

18«

I9<

LEARN WELDING

1 LB
CAN

18c

«ln

AND

A WHITE
SOAP

47<

L

|XI |"F Thu new Gianu'atud

Iw w

Soap that doui morn

BARS

15<
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Mrs. Charles M Richardson en
The Browne Club will meet Fri
tertained Corner Club Friday after day night with Mrs. Crosby French,
noon at the home of Mrs. Mida Summer street.
Packard. Honors in bridge were
won by Mrs .Richardson. Luncheon
Mrs. Della Peasley who ls a pawas served.
tient at Dr. Leigh's private hos.
pital, ls improving.
Ralph Colby, Charles "Bud"
Watts, Kenneth Drinkwater and
Mrs. Keith Goldsmith is spending
Arthur Makinen left Sunday morn- ' a few days in New York,
ing for thc "Big woods," Stratton,
being their destination, on a gun
THANKSGIVING TEA
ning trip. Mrs. Colby and daugh
Don't forget the Thanksgiving
ter Helen will visit during the week
Tea at the Home for Aged Women
with Mrs. Colby’s parents. Mr wnd
from 2.00 until 4250 o’rloek today.
Mrs. Charles Watts of South Thom
Come and bring your donations
aston.
and enjoy a pleasant afternoon. *
Latest styles in hair dos direct
from New York.
Appointments I Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hcwes Johnmade at home. Available for three son cf Madison. N. J. and South
weeks. Neil Little, 363 Broadway. Thcmaston, announce the marriage
Tel. 532, Rockland.
141-143 of thelr daughter, Elizabeth Anne,
------------------: to Doctor Thomas Scott Sexton of
A special lot of Fall coats, both Sistersville, W. Va., which took place
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply Saturday at their heme in Madison,
reduced prices have been received N. J. After a motor trip. Doctor and
at Lucien K. Green tc Son and Mrs. Sextcn will take up their resiBurdell s Dress Shop, Odd Fellows, dence ln Rochester, Minn., where
Block, 16 School street, Rockland. Doctor Sexton will be associated
—adv.
13l-tf w-ith the Mayo clinic.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Crie and
sons, John and Donald, who left
Crlehaven, Nov. 1, accompanied by
Mr. Crie’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. D. Crie, have arrived at Mission
Beach, Calif.; after a pleasant jour- '
ney. Here, Mr. Crie, the younger, I
has a fine new heme and boat busi
ness. The party escaped the cold
wave which occurred ln Ohio and
et their new location the tempera- ,
tion has been 85 degrees.

A Birthday and A Theatre Party

This And That

Rubinstein Club

The Rubinstein Club meeting at
residence of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn,
Holmes street at 8 o'clock Friday
night, was well attended. The hos
tess was assisted by Miss Bertha
Luce. Mrs. Geneva Rose Huke and
Mrs Nettie Bird Frost. The prin
cipal event of the evening was
the scholarly paper written and
delivered in most charming man
Mr. and Mrs Frank W. Fuller
By K. 3. F.
ner by Miss Alice Chase Erskine,
have returned from a week's visit1
_____________________________
i her subject being "Opera” and in
in Banger, as guests of Mr. and
the short space of time for tins
Mrs. Wyman R. Foster.
If you ever thought of it and ( part 0(
program she gave a
anted to know, lt requires ap- ciear concise summary of opera
Mrs. Edward Baxter entertained j
proximately e ght-mlnutes and 2(1 . in all Its ."erms, thrilling her listeners
Saturday night at her home on
'seconds fcr sunlight to reach the with numerics cf deep enjoyment
West Mcadcw ,road, at bridge and
earth, it being 92.909.0C3 miles from | of these gregt and artistlc
luncheon. Prizes were awarded to
this planet
positions some of which most of
• • • •
Mrs. Dcnald Farrand, Mrs. Elmer
the members had heard and seen.
Teel, Harry Levenseler and Mrs.
S.me species of thc bamboo plant
The Ulv*t rations given by mem
Harry
Levensaler. Other guests
in Florida attains a height of 129 bers were greatly enjoyed. After
were Mr and Mrs. Arthur Bowley,
feet.
the unumally excellent program
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Hallowell,
• • • •
the membe-s were invited to the
Elmer Teel, Edward Baxter and |
A distinguished thinker has said, dlnlr.g room where delicious leDcnald Farrand.
“I thoroughly believe ln a univer freshmenfs were served from a
sity education for beth men and charmingly appointed table. The
The Courier-Oazette vzis courte
women, but I believe a knowledge ( program:
ously remembered with a statement
of the Bible without a college Plano ol> Wack-mlth.
Mozart
Cscquallne Snow
as to the Curtis Institute of Music's
course is more valuable than a col Paper -Op-mi.
radio program Saurday. It was a
lege course without the Bible. This
MIS! Alice Erskine
olo—Tree-..
Rawhbacb
grand treat for all who were fortu
nation today is the hope of Western PlanoMary
Richards of Thomaston
nate enough to listen in. The pro
I civilization. This is because she Vocal—Pace Pace. "La Forza Deldestlno."
Verdi
gram included these selections: OrRobert Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis of Thomaston, entertained a group of young friends at a ( was built on the Bible, in which
.
. ....
..
. .
I__ 1____ .
n_______ . _ .
____ 1_
Mrs. Lillian Joyce,
Kan concerto in F, Opus 4, No. 5, theatre party Saturday afternoon, followed by a luncheon at the Paramount on the occasion of his ninth she has discovered the truth that
accompanied by Mrs Faith Berry
Handel Larghetto, Allegro, Alla birthday. Front row. left to right: John Spear. Beatrice Lewis, Gay Stetson, Robert Davis thc host, Joanne makes men free. I can offer no Plana du-t Quartet from "Rlgalctto."
Verdi
siciliana, Presto; Divertimento in Vinal. Signe Swanholm, Mary Lakeman. Back row: Henry Hastings. Janette Johnson, Leon Simmons.
more patriotic advice to my fellow
Mrs Kathleen Newman
—Photo by Cullen.
D (K 251), Mczart, AllegTo molto,
men than to urge them to read the I vlo,ln?M^(^I?omy' Th*u.
Menuetta. Andantino, Menuetto,
Bible regularly and thoughtfully so |
Massenet
Tema con variazioni. Rondo. Alle
Mr and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer went ' Mr and Mrs. Furbur Teel ar^ WALTER-COLBURN
that when the nations now at war 1 sarabande^and
B#ch
gro assai, Marcia alia Francese.
today to Dorchester, Mass., to spend , children, who have been guests of
accompanied by Mrs' Ruth Sanborn
Miss Dorothy Colburn of Rock- lay down their arms exhausted, imjMr. and Mrs. Laforest Teel, have land and Alvin Dexter Walter of j poverished, hcpcless, they may turn j Voci11 b^i7oirVOfrome 'Mianon""nThoma<
Thanksgiving.
I returned to Irvington,, N. J.
Eighteen members of the Pilgrim
Friendship were united In marriage to America for healing, light and Sombre Woods from "Amsdls." Lully
Fellowship enjoyed a party on Fri
Mrs. Clara T. Curtis spent the j
Mpi Marianne Bullard
at Rockland, Nov. 18 by E. R. guidance." This is from William I sccompanled
by Kathleen Newman
day evening, the main feature of weekend as guest of her aunt. Miss j Charles
McIntosh,
Theodore Keene. J. P. Attendants were Mr. Lyon Phelps
P.ano duo—Sonata No 5. Mozart Grieg
which was a scavenger hunt. The Marietta Erskine, In Damariscctta. Strong and Earle Smith combed and Mrs. Frederick Nord of Cush
Mrs. Ruth Sanbr.
and Miss Bertha Lase«
list of more than 400 difficult items
the woods around Kokadjo for nine ing.
Remember it's a short time be- Vocal Aria from “Cavallci.a
to be brought in was prepared by
Battery E dined ln style at Fort days, without a single decrease in
The bride is the adopted daugh fore the grand Christmas season is I Caro
<gtnn*'"
otmdSS!
Patricia Hall and Inez Bowley, who McKinley cn Thanksgiving Day No. |
deer population so far as they : ter of Mrs. Lillian Colburn Blood here. Shop early and shop at home, j
M ss Raychel Emerson
had charge of the program. Prizes 1. Captain Charles G Hewett, his were concerned. The ex-patrolman 1 of Rockland and the groom is the
s s s •
1 accompanied by Mrs. Faith Berry
were awarded those who secured the brother officers and the men paid did see two bucks engaged in a SOn of Mr. and Mrs. Charles WalOne of the charming sights this
most items, and booby prizes to proper attention to the following combat with each other, but they j ter of Friendship.
Fall has been the classes of school
those who found the fewest. The menu: Muscatel wine, fruit cock- disappeared into the forest before
a reception was held at the
home
children
marching in excellent_______
|
party began and ended at the Con tall, stuffed olives,
roast stuffed be rememberd that he had a gun of the bride's mother and many order, supervised by a teacher Irom
Tlie annual benefit supper, en
gregational Parsonage with Doro turkeys, giblet sauce, cranberry and that it was loadeed. But beautiful gifts were bestowed on the school building cn Summer and , tainment of Limtrock Pcmona. was
thy Howard and Mary Lamb in sauce, mashedpotatoes, mashed
Charlie brought heme two bob-cats I the happy ccup*e. Guests were Lincoln streets to the Public Li held In Camden at Megunti :ook
charge of refreshments.
turnip, mashed
squash, boiled which attract attention hanging in present frem Cushing, Friendship brary for some especial instruction Orange Hall, last night with a fine
I attendance. A supper unsurpassed
cnions. stuffedcelery, olives and his s'.able cn
LimeroelT street. ant] Rockland
Private Cliff Gardner, of Battery cheese, hot yeast rolls, hot mince
-------couple will make their home
When the November moon goes was served by members from rilfE was home from Fort McKinley pie, marshmallows cream pudding.; t h e. Club met last night at the for the present in Friendship,
between the two stars that have different Granges, in chatge of the
| over the weekend. Looked ln on mixed nuts. American mixed can- ' home of Mrs. Orace Veazie. Shaw j
____________
been holding attention, Jupiter and Pomona II C W ccmmittee, Mrs.
1 the boys at the two hotels where dies, cigars and coffee. Life in the
Prizewinners were Mrs.
Saturn, some have said the earth Mary Nash, Etta Andersen, Emma
he has been employed as bellman. Army has its recompenses now and
and Mrs E C
and the
Mrs-weekend
Prprk Aas Tirrell.
then.
, JX. Havener
Mrs ^T
also receiving *•■Mrspent
guests may ccme to an end. Not yet; Kinney. Thc program consis.ed of
there are too mar.y unprepared for number- frem several Granges,
Mrs. Ralph Nutf will entertain
of Mr. and Mrs. James D. Morti- thtft event.
! amcng those taking part were Mrs.
the traveling prize.
the Tonian Circle. Wednesday eve
_____
mer in Belfast. Mrs. Mortimer
•
' Helen Wentworth nnd her family
A special despatch from Ports
ning at her home at Glen Cove, mouth to the Press Herald says:
And now because of pcor health Album, Albert MacPhail a reading.
Miss Corinne Berry and Mrs.
Friday night .t a Unwith Mrs Carl Freeman as assist “Chief Boatswains Mate Hugh Snow Bertha Hunter of Boston were the '’•" party observing the birthday cf the children ln F.nland the Principal Cunningham of Rockport
ing hostess.
has reported fcr duty as command weekend guests cf Mr. and Mrs. anniversaries of Mrs Tirrea and powers that rule that country are a reading, both of these dramatized,
ing officer of the Portsmouth Har Wilbur F Ser.ter
permitting the use of hot water In,and receiving much applause; ErnMr' Morti,ucr' o'hPr
Winfield Chatto and J. Warren bor Coast Guard Staticn. He will
i Mr. and Mrs. Frark Wilson ol Bel
we«kly in-teart cf monthly, est Munro. Knox County's boy
Davis, employes In the local post- succeed Boatswain Ashley H. Cal
fast. Mrs. Sabine V.Vod cf Bangor Thlrk cf it— hr mes ruled In such crooner, sang several selections,
visited
her
office, have recently volunteered for der, who goes to the White Head , Mrs, Charles, H. Berry
..
,
, i «•*id
’* aula.
Mrs. rvuvii
Ruth P.'iry
I
.ia eano Dr. way that hot water has to be per- duet. Playmates,” and in costume,
Marie ever the
Ocorge
of Camd<n
detail to an Army post, under the Coast Guard Station near Reck- , daughter
. n
„ weekend
,.
mltted. What ls this world coming by Be’.lc R-barts and Evelyn Ross
Post Office Department. Definite land, as commanding officer. Chief at Oak Orove ^minary. Vassalboro.
to?
; of Owl's Head. A character song,
word has not been received as to Boatswa.ns Mate Sncw Is a native
• • • •
I Henry Payson.
Dorothy Trask and Lucille Stan
when or where they will be sent. of Seal Harbor. Me., and for the
F rst Lieut. Everett K. Mills of ley entertained at the Stanley home
Roberta: "Did you count with the I The sing ng schocl conducted by
Enlistment would be for a certain past seven years has been stationed For: McKinley spent the weekend
on Pacific street, Saturday night In daisy to see lf Jack loves ycu, Profcs-.or Snubdubbl* and E’vlia
length of time, and both remain at the Fletchers Neck Station at at Atfs heme, Mascnic street Place
|Wentwcrto as pianist Several other
I honor ot their birthdays. The Ruth?"
liable to the draft.
Biddeford Pcol. He formerly served
Ruth: "Net much! It might have ‘elections were given and patriotic
'evening was spent with games and
Carol
Ann
Cash
invited
in
a
at the Rye Beach and Salisburyturned out wrong. I used a three- songs closed the program.
At
group of friends yesterday to aid in dancing and a delicious lunch was
The local Y PCU. plans a pov Beach stations.
leaved clover.”
, beano, the tables were filled. Ihe
the
celebration
cf
her
second
birth1
b
-'
,!le
&
lrls
mothers
Mrs.
erty party for Friday night in the
• • • •
I prizes many, the turkey won by
day and the affair was entirely 'Tl ask and Mrs. Stan.ey, who were
Tower rocm of the Community
Mr and Mrs Charles M Cook of
Did anyone realize that the wild Etta Andersen brougiit down thc
successful.
Refreshments
enjoyed
I
cltaperones.
An
Individual
blrthBuilding. Each YPC.U. member Tillson avenue are already making
boar ol Asia is considered the an- t house. Specials cf flour. Harold
may invite one guest making a pos preparations for thelr annual by two year elds were served and day ca'te decorated e-p?cially for cestor cf the domestic pig?
| Nash, ba.-ket of groceries, V?rnette
g‘rls was a special fea:ure
sible attendance cf 94. Bertha Christmas dinner given for worthy games affected bv that age group
•
•
•
*
j Robarts: basket vegetables, Eugene
Carol Ann. IT!l03e Present besides the hestesses
Coombs will be in charge of deco children ln their district. Last year were indulged ln.
Christmas seals are almost always Rackliffe; cake, Wilfred Robinson.
daughter
cf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
j
wen:
Margaret
Havener,
Carol
Hall,
rations and refreshments and Hazel they had 90 happy ycung guests,
late in circulation in Rockland. ;ind others too nu mero'is to mer.Bohn will have charge of the pro and on the ccming dinner, which Cash. Lovejoy street, had these Uyn.hia MacAlman, Ernest Dondis, Nov. 20 Is not too early to begin tlon. A grand success In every wav.
gram which will consist of an In will be served in the rooms of guests, Lee Over. Carolyn Kalloch.' Hei bert Ellingwood, Sheldon B;ll- thelr use on letters and packages. I Mrs. Bessie Robinson of Camden
formal initiation ol new members Tcwcsend Club No. 2. 8pear block. Yyvonne Bellmore and Annie In-jln”’ David Newcomb and Milton
• • • "
conducted thc beano. Myron Young Dancing and games will be In order. lt is not unlikely that the hundred graham and William Ingraham. Jr. ' Robarts. Dorothy and Lucille re
Theodore Bear, 76, Is dead He presented the program. Proceeas
ceived many lovely gifts.
Mr
and
Mrs.
'
of
Rockport.
She
received
the
usual
was the originator pf the teddy g0 for thc charitable work of this
mark will be passed.
bear so dear to the hearts of mil- , committee.
Cook have been bestowing their crop of appropriate birthday re
The C.C.S's met Friday at the lions of children the world over.
____________
benefactions upon neighborhood membrances. Mrs. Cash was as
children for quarter of a century, sisted in hostessing by Mrs. Ken- home cf Mr and Mrs Dcnald Saun| To those who read the amazing
Amazing new whits
The Garden Clubs cf America Thonksgiving dinner advertisement
and if you tcok a vote on it down neth Wiggin and Mrs. Lloyd Jame- leis. Sewing and card* were encosmetic cream —
i joyed,
and refreshments were have contributed many thousands of Webber's Inn, Thcmaston. cn the
that way you would find that Santa son
painless, economic
served by the hostess.
of dollars to the Red Cross war re- . flrst page of this newspaper SatClaus has nothing on them.
al easy and pleasant
ief fund.
I urday, there remains no problem at
to use. Not irritating
• • • •
Miss Kathleen Chase has re
to normal, healthy
all as to where to dine Thank«g;vFor better all-round performan-e, i ing Day. Fcr tho-e who missed it,
PIANO LESSONS
akin. NAIR removes
turned fiom Portland, where she
A CHRISTMAS GIFT
hair and fuzz c/osa
was the guest cf Miss Nathalie motor car wheels should be lubrl- the mpnu ,s Trprinted loday, this
to skin. No bad odor
To Your Child
Smith, while cn vacation from the •ated about every 5.CC3 miles ex time on page two.—adv.
TUESDAY ONLY, NOV. ?«
— leaves skin soft,
5Oc One-half Hour—4 Free Lessons
perts say.
telephone central office.
Encyclopedia Night, Vol. 6
clean, fragrant.
• • • •
MABEL F. LAMB
Lucky girl she is
Subscribe to The Courier-GazetT*
North
Carolina
Cherokee Indians
TEL. 1026,
ROCKLAND
Methebesec
Club
meets
Friday
at
“
ALWAYS
A
BRIDE'
’
142-154
perform what they rail a green
Rosemary Lane, George Reeves
the home cf Mrs. Katheryn St. corn dance ln which the braves Are
I Clair, 72 Rankin street, assisting thelr shot guns into the air at in
WED.-THVRS, NOV. 27-28
I hostesses, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis and
Thursday Continuous from 3.00
tervals as they dance, which greatly
i Mrs. Blanche Flisworih. The pro
Great Coach. Great Guy!
excites the speed of the see-saw
Women who suffer painful. Irregu
gram will Include a paper by Mtss dancing.
lar periods with nervous, moody
“
KNUTE
ROCKNE,
spells due to Junctional cause
Mabel
Holbrook.
"Women
ln
thc
• * • •
TODAY
Ilnd Lydia E. Plnkham's
ALL AMERICAN” i Home and Marriage and the Fam- And is it so that real courtship should
Vegetable Compound simply mar
i lly." Mrs. Caroline Sleeper will
Pat O'Brien
Gale Page
velous
to relieve such distress.
has gone out of fashion? That any
Plnkham's Compound ts made espe
Ronald Regan
AND
i have a paper on "Business Cus- extra time spent in making love to
cially to help such weak, tired wom
l toms. Secret Societies, Tongs etc." a girl is regarded as just a lot of
On Stage Thursday Only
en to go smiling thru difficult days.
Over >000.000 women have reported
Matinee and Evening
(Poetry will be read by Mrs. Dora old fashioned red tape? Thc mod
remarkable benefits. WELL WORTH
WEDNESDAY
TRYING!
Any drugstore.
Bird
and
the
Exhibition
will
be
un

Danny Patt
ern example In this art teday Ls
N* » IPO • GOIDWTN
Rt<>
der the direction of Mrs. Blanche Clark Gable ln "Boom Town." He
Babe Sutherland
! Ellsworth and Mrs. Katherine gives a perfect demonstration of
THURSDAY (THANKSGIVING DAY)
Haines.
the rapid-fire modern lover.
Wednesday-Thursday
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON
• • • •
The Career Institute says that
girls of today are well balanced
emotionally and socially but Eng
lish grammar is something they
don’t seem to have been concerned
with and have never taken seriously.

Our Grange Corner

Odorless Hair Remover

Sensational Philco Jubilee
Special . . . biggest value
ever offered at thc price!
• NEW OVERSEAS WAVE
BAND. Gets Europe 5
times easier, stronger
and clearer.
• BUUT-IN AMERICAN
AND OVERSEAS
AERIAL SYSTEM.

ST NAIR

Plug in any
where and play!
• MORE TUBES 'OR
THE MONEY

Come in — Let Us
Make a Record
of Your Voice I

• » ELECTRIC RUSHBUTTONS.

Surprise family or
friends. Only 10c.

• HANDSOME WAL
NUT CABINET.

OTHERS $9.95 AND UP

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-323 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

FEMALE PAINr
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Someone in rpeaking about an
other whose Intellectual qualities
were somewhat lacking, slid, "She
seems to have rather an uncorseted
mind.”
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“IF YOU BELIEVE IN AMERICA... ”

EALM OF

Mu

Down In St. Pete

Many years ago the townspeople of a small village in the Old
Country held a great celebration in the public square For years
there had been no war and they had worked hard to raise good
crops. Their children had grown strong and healthy. And for this
they were thankful. What better way. the mayor had asked, could
they express their thankfulness than by celebrating together? So
he proclaimed a holiday, asking each person to pour a bottle of wine
into the cavernous cask that stood near the village fountain This
they would share together.
When this great day arrived, there was a man who filled his
bottle with water. There would be so much wine, he thought, a
little water would not be noticed. He was a good man and he meant
no harm. So he stood in line with the others and poured his bottle
of water into the cask. When it came time fcr the ceremony, the
mayor stood next to the cask and spoke fine words of their happiness
and what a great thing it was to share this greht happiness. But
when he turned the heavy wooden spigot to drink his toast, nothing
but water ran into his cup. Everyone had thought a "little water”
would not be noticed.
This parable, of course, has an obvious moral Today we say
“let Oeorge do it.” It is the attitude piat “someone else" will do
something that should be done. Today the Red Cross is doing a
big job for the America in which you and I live. They are not
doing it alone, nor can they continue without the support cf every
American who believes in their great work.
If you believe in giving food, clothing and shelter to the thou
sands plunged into suffering and despair each year by natural dis
aster, then you believe ln the Red Cross. Or, if you believe in an
organization which works hand-in-hand with our growing military
forces in maintaining nation-wide reserve of nurses and medical
technicians, and which helps keep the morale of service men where
it should be, then you believe in the Red Cross. If you believe it
is a good thing to train hundreds of thousands each year to intelli
gently give First Aid to accident victims, then you believe in the
Red Cross. And, if you believe in an organization whose volunteers
give their life's blood that others may live, then you believe in the
Red Cross.
These are the reasons why more than 7,OCO.OOO American men
and women last year believed in. and joined, the Red Cross. In a
few days the 1940 Red Cross Call for memberships will come to
a close. Every American who is able to do so should have his name
on this roll. It is not compulsory. You really don't have to Join
the Red Cross. You can shrug your shoulders like the man who
poured a bottle of water into the wine cask But if you believe in
America, you believe in the Red Cross—and you will want to join.
That is the way we do things in this country.

--------

noon. There are hundreds lining
tits bridges and causeways fuhing.
At the shuffleboard club the 250?
members are allowed to hold a

their wives will take over the City
of Rockland for three days.
• • • •

Plenty of Time and Plenty
Of
Diversions
—Playinq Icession.
court forThen
only threc
games in suc*
Cnlf
urtn.ihU V”
lt must be surrenGolf With Double X
'dered to others who are waiting

The Big Parade, with drum corps
and bands, will be on a Sunday. It
is hoped that a ship can be obtained
for this affair. News of the en
campment will appear in this paper
from time to time up to the en
campment.
• • • •

_
.
to play. The five golf courses are
One of the cheapest things in St. crowded and the
arp
Petersburg is Time. Oceans of lt jammed.
by Gladyi St. Clair Heistad
are going to waste in this city. Dis
Wasting Time is Big Business in
Comrades pay your 1941 dues.
posing of it is one of the biggest St. Pete.
(By Oliver R. Hamlin)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Dreier,
who
problems
the
tourists
have.
Theme of
Through the kindness of Prof. Variations on
Since the first Automobile Show,
_ rio\ ea
Saint Saens 1
Beet
I was brought up to believe that have many friends among the an
Huntley-Hill Post ha« purchazod
Frec?ri: Tillotson of the Music I Coronation Scene from "Boris
wasting time was reprehensible. nual Winter visitors from Rock 150 chairs for the new home on the wages generated by the use of
Oodounolf.
Moussorgsky
meter vehicles have amounted to
Dt partment of Bowdoin College. The Lark.
Glinka
My great grandmother used to land to St. Petersburg, have ar Water street.
The Flight of the Bumble Bee.
more than 85 billion dollars, or five
• • • •
awaken the men folks ln our fam rive at their beautiful Winter home
I W3S privileged to attend the con
Rimsky-Korsakov
times all the monetary gold now
Tzigane (Dedicated to Lu
Boulevard,
Snell
ily by opening the door at the foot , on
cert bv Pierre Luboshutz and Valse boshutz
_ , Brightwater
„
.
.
The Post will have a joint meetand Nemenofi). Levitski
of the stairs and shouting. “Up Island, and Tom is busying himself jng wlth the ladtes of the AuxUlary lied in the United State*.
Oer.ia
Nemenofi.
distinguished Caprice Espagnol,
Rimsky-Korsakov
and to the fields." They couldn t as usual, with civic betterment. AsiThu wU1
due t0 the
duo-pianists, in Brunswick last
The Dondo. Passacaglia. The Lark
sleep after the sun was up in the president of the Council of Asso- | fact that the ccnunltte#s wlu be COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Tuesday night, and returned home and Capriccio were transcribed by
WORK WONDERS
morning. That was wasting time, ciated Clubs a kuid of holding given instruction for the encamp- ■
feeling that I had undergone an Mr. Luboshutz. It is also of in
Everybody
was
busy
Just
as
long
as
company
controlling
many,
if
not
ment
t0
held
next
experience to linger long in mem- terest to remark that several of
he was awake. Even at night after all. of the local organizations—Tom June
Auxiliary will appoint
ory. so satisfying had the perfor- tihe programmed numbers are ob- I
the chores were done my great Dreier draws a lot of water in St a committee to work in conjunction
mance been in all its aspects. Rare- tainable on Victor records. Boris
uncle used to bring in an armful Pete and is kept busy most of the witb tbe
A musical program
lv have pianists of their caliber Ooldowsky who arranged the Bach
of green hornbeam nnd dump it on j time directing it into the proper W<J,
present‘ed by chairman Oiles
been heard in Maine, and it was Choral Prelude is a nephew of Mr.
the floor in front of the big fire- , channels for the general betterment } Lunch wU1
by comradcs
a tribute to the steadily growing Luboshutz.
i
place. After supper the hired min and attractiveness of his adopted james warren, Percy McKusick
musical interest in Brunswick, ■
• • • •
(there were generally two 01 three 1 town.
■
land oeorge Leonard. Members of
l’rgely cue to the vision and con- ' Called back time after time the
during the haying season) would
Southward Ho Trailer Camp on
branches are tavlted
at.
fldence of Prof. Tillotson who by artists were generous with encores,
whittle out axe handles from this Fifth Avenue, North, welcomed Mr , tend
no means is confining his musical a
whlch werf ..Minuett0- and
hornbeam.
and Mrs. William Todd of Crescent [
sets
ambitions to Bowdoin College, but ,
.
„nKo
I can remember too, that when I Beach, Sunday afterncon and they , More tban 30 members are going
reaching out to encompass ana
be- | Two Dances. these by American
was practically exhausted from are now housed comfortably in one to make the trip to Auburn to atcome a part of the town's activi- : composers whose names I did not
picking up windfalls in the orchard °f the 80-odd trailers already in tend the Department banquet and
ties
, learn; the latter dedicated to the
and sat down to rest a moment, my place at this popular Winter para- baj] Saturday night, Dec. 14. Na
Today Luboshutz and Nemenofi pianists was ultra-modern in strucuncle would say, “you might bring dise. Mrs. Burrill, Mrs Todd's sis tional officers will be present. Any
stand among the foremost duo- } ture- “Orientale" by Cesar Cui.
in a pail of water while you're lest- ter, has bought a trailer and occu member who wishes to make this
pianists before the public. As a i “Fire Dance" by DePalla. "Siciliing.” There was no time wasted pies an adjoining lot in the park,
THE SMOKE
trip should see Commander Albert
word of explanation to preface enne" by Bach, and “Russian
I played golf Sunday with Jimmy Brickley at hls rtore on Union
on that farm.
the concert report, Pierre Lubo- ■ Dance' by Stravinsky.
I drove out there last Summer, Foxx, popular first baseman for the street.
OF
shurz is a Russian by birth and | Perfection marks their work. The
• • • •
after many years of absence, and Boston Red Sox Jimmy needs no
a graduate of the Conservatory of co-ordination, spontaneity, and
looked at the place. It had passed introduction to Rcckland baseball
Oeneral Chairman Oliver Hamlin SLOWER BURNING
Moscow. He made his debut in brilliant technical grasp of their
into
other hands The three big fans but it may be news to them is looking for a reliable person who
that city as guest soloist with the performance leave one breathless.
barns had fallen down, the roof cn that he leases and operates two 18- can take charge of the program book
Kcussevitzky Orchestra — Kous- T*16*' are 50 completely merged
,
CAMELS
the house had dropped into the hole golf courses in St Pete. One fOj- advertising for the coming en
sevltzky himself conducting. He in thought that one feels it is but
attic
and
the
orchard
where
I
had
of
these
ls
the
Jungle
Golf
Course,
campment.
If
interested,
write
to
“
the
enlargement
of
one
instru

has given recitals of his own and
labored in grammar school vaca- run in connection with the swanky Oliver Hamlin, South Thomaston.
GIVES YOU —
has appeared as guest artist with ment and one playing'' as one re
• • • •
ticn days was a mass of bushes. 1 Jungle Hotel and the other is Shore
major symphony orchestras, in viewer has so aptly expressed lt.
tangled weeds and high grass. It j Acres, where Larry Rowe of Port- Comrade David Pollock attended
cluding the New York Philhar- Nemenofl’s power to match that '
I
seemed a pity so many peop.e had land is to be the "pro” this season, the last meeting and gave an inmor.ic under Toscanini,
Oenia
Luboshutz is amazing—almost
An inspection of the register for teresting talk to the comrades on
worked so hard for so many years
Nemenofi. his attractive partner ' beyond belief that there could be
visitors from Maine which is kept many topics of interest to the Post,
to have it all come to this.
in these recitals is in private life, I sucb power in those slim hands
• • • •
That's one side of ’he picture. at the Chamber of Commerce for t
Mrs. Pierre Luboshutz. Born in and slender arms. But there is.
The other side is typified by the the information of tourists, fails The new Home building fund has
Paris of Russian parentage, she so alike her husbands that it is
rews of green benches cn St. Peters thus far to show any visitors from been increased under comrade
studied at the Paris Conservatoire impossible to distinguish from
FORMS AND CONTRAST
—
music,
of
course,
then
in
addi,
burg’s down-town streets. These Rockland. Somehow they missed Charles Hill, chairman of the beano,
ur.der the distinguished Isidor which piano the tones come. Tliat
[For The Courlej-Gazette]
benches are crowded every’ Win the arrival of Mrs. Helen Fales and who reports $70 for two games,
Philipp. She made her recital de is one of the outstanding phases 1 tion a mutual love of the country,
I
ter by people who believe in wasting j Mrs. Lura Fales who rolled into every cent taken from the Beano
but in Paris, and later toured ex- of thelr playing—this a likeness in driving automobiles, going to the ' Fall.ng gently through the air.
time—people who sit around day town last week ln a swanky new goes toward the ntw V F W. hall,
Crystals heaping everywhere
tenslvely through Algeria. Holland. QuaLty of tone, whether lt be deli- movies, playing tennis.
Warm the rose-, and the wheat
after day- and watch tempus lugit Cadillac.
and comrade Hill and members cf
Belg.um. Spain and Oermany. The j cate pianissimo or thundering orBoth Nemenofi ar.d Luboshutz i A* Autumn and the Winter meet.
with apathetic ease.
Mr. and Mrs Walter E. Kempf, ’ his committee are doing a fine job.
two artists began their duo-play- I 8an-like tones. It was fascinating have the collecting instinct. Lu- I
II
It is sometimes puzzling to know who own and eperate the Feur All members are asked to report
ir.g privately for the entertainment to note their ability to build tone, boshutz makes a hobby of collect- I Waltzing softly through the air,
who is right My great uncle .who Maples Inn at Camden during the each Wednesday night.
to
grade
lt;
and
their
facility
and
Crystals, gentle as the air cover
—
of thelr friends, and out of this
and budding leaf.
got up at 4 a. m . and ran around Summer, have leased the Hotel
. • . .
fluidity with scales and cadenzas ing unusual cigarette holders, his Rose
their public tours grew.
in circles all day trying to acccm- Alden here for four years.
| There will be an inspection of
collection including dozens of hold- , As Winter and the Autumn meet.
was dazzling.
• • * •
John Harsen Rhoades
ers of every' size, shape and color.
• • • •
plish everything he cculd before' Yesterday I met my old friend the Huntley-Hill Auxiliary by the
New York City.
The concert was given in the
One is made of the quill of an |
the sun went down at night; living Chief Silvertongue. a full blooded Department President Rose WeeHowever,
do
not
be
misled
that
new Spring Street High School
eagle feather, another shaped like
With rapid improvements in up to such maxims as “the eirly Indian who sings in various man and her staff Friday night at
whose spacious auditorium was their program was merely a vehicle
a half-moon, and a particularly cars in recent years the automo bird catches the worm" and “a churches and concerts about town 7 30.
for
a
''shcw-olT
”
of
their
techni

completely filled for the occasion.
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The Courier-Gazette
offers the Biggest

PENCIL DEAL
on Record
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
(limited time only)
Imprinted in Gold Letters

Your own name and address, school, or your
place of business

One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
possible only through close co-operation with
one of America’s largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

(Assorted Colors|
Postage 12c

144 Pencils,

$2.75

(Yellow only)

Postage 15c

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you’ll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.

Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.

Mail your order today.

THE

THE THING!

The final concert in the series
sponsored by The Brunswick Cnora!
Association takes place Dec. 2.
when the famous Trapp Family,
one of the most unique musical
i groups before the public todnv. will
appear in a program of a varied
! nature—chorals, madrigals, songs
by the great classic and romantic
composers, sung in Italian. Otri man. French and English; and in1 strumental selections played on
strange instruments such as the
blocc-flute, viol di gamba. spinet
The Trapp Family comprises the
father and mother, five dau’liters
and two sons, led by the gifted
young composer, Dr. Franz Wasner.
They are Austrians from the Tyrol
Alps, and part of their programs
are devoted to folk songs and
mountain calls, sing In their pic
turesque native costumes. If any
of our readers are Interested in at
tending this concert, the writer of
this column will be happy to pro
vide more detail, or arrangemerts
for tickets may be made bj' writing
to Miss Jean Lois Bans, executive
secretary, 17 Lincoln street, Bruns
wick.
HAVE MERCY
[For The Courler-Oazette]
Have mercy on the poor.
Have mercy on the weak,
Have mercy on the blind
And on him who cannot speak.
Give them a kindly word
As you pass them by.
Help to lift the burden
And cheer the gloomy sigh.
You may need the same
Some time as you go
Up the hill of life
While you dwell below.
It comes to one and all,
No matter who we are;
Sometimes we get a fall
While gazing at a star.
It matters not. though rich or poor.
To those who meet the test,
They wlll receive the crown
And enter Into rest
.
Delora E. Morrill
Rockport.

SLOWERBURNING

CIGARETTE
IQO'finqtuwed-'

visiTinc
Streamliner “Torpedo” Six Sedan Coupe f923* ( white sidewall tires optional at extra cost)

Genuine engraved cards on plain

or panelled vellum. Choice ot

nn [ms m* *ith tui iow met

Chalk up another direct hit for Pontiac.
Just as it did for 1940, Pontiac this year
came to town with a brilliant new lx»dy
style by Fisher which is the star of the 1941
season. And again, as it did a year ago, Pontiac
is offering the style hit of the year at the industry's
lowest prices.
Nor is that all. Again in its 1941 models,
Pontiac gives you snap and power, ease of con
trol, riding qualities, dependability and economy

worthy of your first consideration. You’re ahead
in style in the new Pontiac "Torpedo”—and
ahead in value, too.

84

styles ol engraving.

PONTIAC PRICES BEGIN AT
$828 FOR THE DELUXE “TOR
PEDO" SIX BUSINESS COUPE

Only $25 mom for on Eight in ony mode 11

* Delivered at Pontiac. Mich. Slate lax. optional
eauipmen! and accessories—extra. Prices subject to
change without notice. A Genera! Mttort Value.

PLATE INCLUDEDI
Order roui cards today.

Postage Extra

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS 12 BAYVIEW STREET,
WORK WONDERS

CAMDEN, MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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